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Abstract

This thesis proposes and evaluates new algorithms for segmenting various lung structures in computed tomography (CT) images, namely the lungs, airway trees and vessel trees. The main objective of these algorithms is to facilitate a better platform for studying Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) using CT scans from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) study.

We propose a fully automated lung segmentation algorithm that is based on region growing and the assumption that the lungs are of lower intensities than surrounding structures in CT. Furthermore, we also propose a post processing step that detects and removes esophagus regions, wrongly added by the region growing process, to improve the reliability of the lung segmentation algorithm. The proposed algorithm has been successfully applied to more than 6000 low dose CT scans from the DLCST study. Among the CT scans applied, 200 randomly selected CT scans were manually evaluated by medical experts, and only negligible or minor errors were found in nine scans. The proposed algorithm has been used to study how changes in smoking behavior affect CT based emphysema quantification. The algorithms for segmenting the airway trees and vessel trees proposed in this thesis are also built on top of this lung segmentation algorithm.

We propose a voxel classification based airway appearance model for the segmentation of airway trees, which is trained using easy to obtain manual airway tree segmentations that can be incomplete. Two approaches for extracting the airway tree using the voxel classification appearance model are proposed: a vessel guided approach and a locally optimal paths approach.

The vessel guided approach exploits the fact that all airways are accompanied by arteries of similar orientation. This is accomplished using a vessel orientation similarity measure, which is combined with the proposed appearance model in a region growing framework. Experiments on CT scans from the DLCST study have shown that the proposed approach performs better than simply applying region growing on the response of the appearance model or on the intensity alone. The proposed approach has also been applied to the diverse set of CT scans from the Extraction of Airways from CT (EXACT'09) dataset, where the proposed approach has the advantage of having fairly high sensitivity with very few false positives, when compared to other state of the art airway tree extraction algorithms.

The locally optimal paths approach extracts airway trees by continually extending locally defined optimal paths, generated using a cost function that incorporates the airway appearance model, and shape and orientation measures that are derived using a multiscale Hessian eigen analysis. The decisions in this approach are made on a path basis, which makes it easy to ignore small number of unlikely airway points on a path. Therefore, the proposed approach is capable of overcoming local occlusions, which would otherwise stopped region growing based algorithms that make decisions on a voxel basis. Experiment results have shown that more complete airway trees are extracted with the locally optimal paths approach as compared to the vessel guided approach, though at a price of a slight increase in false positive rate. This approach is also used in combination with a multiscale vessel enhancement filter for the extraction of vessel trees in CT. It was shown that the locally optimal path approach is capable of extracting a better connected vessel tree and extract more of the small peripheral vessels in comparison to applying a threshold on the output of the vessel enhancement filter.

Finally, we also constructed a reference standard for evaluating airway tree extraction algorithms in the EXACT'09 study, which is the first study to perform standardized quantitative evaluation of different airway tree extraction algorithms based on a standard dataset. Segmented airway trees from the algorithms that participate in the study were used to construct the reference standard needed, circumventing the need for labour intensive manual segmentations. Each segmented trees is subdivided into its individual branch segments, where the branch segments are subjected to visual inspection.
by human observers. Branch segments that are determined to be correctly segmented during the inspection process are then combined to form the reference standard.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning regions in an image into meaningful segments belonging to different objects. When analyzing an image, it is usually much more convenient to isolate objects of interest before doing the actual analysis, either in the form of cutouts or highlights using distinguishable borders. Such is the application of image segmentation to the analysis of images, where it usually precedes other analysis related processes. Since most application requires the segmentation of specific objects of interest, it is quite common for image segmentation techniques to include certain form of object recognition as well. Such is the case of medical image analysis, where medical experts are usually only interested in certain organs visible in the image, which is also the main reason why image segmentation is required in almost all medical image related applications.

Accurate quantification of disease regions or size of certain structures have always been difficult for humans. On the other hand, provided that the image is digitized and an accurate segmentation of the object of interest is available, obtaining quantification measures is usually quite straightforward and can be done very accurately using a computer. A typical example of quantification of diseased regions is the quantification of emphysema in lungs, which basically is the measurement of volumes of the regions within a segmented lung that are below a certain density threshold [33, 91]. Another example would be in measuring the dimension of airways, which can be easily computed provided that accurate segmentation of the airway lumen, airway walls, and the whole airway tree is available [9, 75].

Besides quantification, image segmentation is also used in other medical imaging related fields. In computer assisted surgery, image segmentation is needed for extraction of objects from medical images to allow for visualization and manipulation purpose, e.g. virtual colonoscopy. Image segmentation is also used for extraction of landmarks needed for computer aided navigation related tasks, such as computer guided bronchoscopy [30]. Another application of image segmentation is in easing or improving the performance of other processes, such as image registration [34, 55].

This thesis presents automated methods for segmenting several anatomy structures in chest computed tomography (CT) scans: namely the lungs, airway trees and pulmonary vessel trees. The medical context of the segmentation algorithms presented is, though not limited to, the facilitation of a better platform for the study of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). The aim of this introduction chapter is to familiar readers with the background that motivates this thesis. An outline of the chapters in this thesis followed by a list of contributions are also presented in the end of this chapter.

1.1 COPD

COPD is a major cause of chronic morbidity and mortality worldwide [74, 87]. It is the fifth leading cause of death in 2002, projected to be the fourth leading cause of death and rank seventh as a worldwide burden of disease in 2030 [66]. It has been shown that COPD severely reduces quality of life [42, 124] and is a considerable economic burden that will continue to grow as the number of elderly people continues to increase [14].

The term COPD does not refer to a single disease, but is an umbrella term for chronic lung diseases
that irreversibly limits airflow in the lungs. Although it is known that smoking is the major risk factor for COPD, treatment and understanding the progress of COPD remain a challenge due to the fact that COPD consists of a mixture of diseases. Components of COPD can be generalized into two parts: obstruction of airways due to diseases such as chronic bronchitis and obstructive bronchiolitis; and the destruction of lung parenchyma, mainly due to emphysema.

Current standard of defining COPD is via lung function tests (LFT): namely the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV$_1$), defined as the volume exhaled during the first second of force expiration from a full inspiration level, and the forced vital capacity (FVC), defined as the total volume exhaled from a full inspiration level. A subject is said to suffer from obstructive pulmonary disease if FEV$_1$/FVC is less than 70%, and COPD if the obstruction is irreversible and chronic [87]. Severity of the disease is categorized into GOLD stages from one (mild) to four (severe), based on the ratio between the measured FEV$_1$ and a predicted FEV$_1$, which is calculated from a formula that takes into account the sex, age and height of the subject. A problem with LFT is that it is very insensitive to small changes in the lungs. For example, it has been reported that changes were only observed after the lungs have been severely damaged [33]. Another problem with LFT is that it is highly dependent on the cooperation and effort of the subject, therefore the measurements are usually noisy and have a low reproducibility rate.

CT imaging is capable of visualizing the effects of COPD. An advantage of CT over LFT is that CT can differentiate between the different types of COPD, making it possible to classify the different subgroups of diseases, be it due to obstruction in airways or destruction of parenchymal tissues. Figure 1.1 shows the difference in CT between lungs of a relatively healthy subject and those from a subject with severe emphysema. CT is also a lot more sensitive than LFT, as changes can now be identified locally within the lungs, instead of treating the lungs as a single entity as in LFT. Studies have shown that various density and morphology measurements derived from CT have high correlation with LFT measurements, showing promise of using CT as a better and more sensitive standard for defining COPD, as compared to LFT [33, 91]. Besides that, due to the morphology details that CT is capable of providing, it also offers the possibilities to better study the nature and progression of COPD.

CT however is not without its problems. Modern multi-detector CT scanner is capable of producing continuous volumetric scans of the whole lung in less than a minute, and up to sub millimeter resolution. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the different views of a CT image obtained from a multi-detector CT scanner. Although this means that CT scanners are capable of providing more detailed information, it also means that more data is being produced. Typical chest CT scan from a multi-detector results in around 400 slices of images for a single subject, making manual analysis of CT scans a laborious and tedious task. For large studies that involve thousands of subjects being scanned on a yearly basis, it becomes impractical to perform manual analysis on such CT scans. There is therefore an immediate need for fully automated solutions in the analysis of scans from CT scanner.

Figure 1.1: An example of the appearance of lungs in CT of (a) a relatively healthy subject and (b) a subject suffering from severe emphysema.
Besides being able to process large amounts of data in an automated manner, there are also some structures that are just too complex to be segmented manually. A good example is the airway tree, which has been shown to play an important role in the analysis of COPD in recent studies [9, 18, 75], especially those from the small peripheral airways [53]. The first difficulty in manually segmenting the airway tree is the sheer number of individual airway branches involved, which can easily be more than 400 visible branches per airway tree. The second difficulty that complicates the problem even further is that it is very difficult to differentiate airways, especially the smaller ones, from surrounding structures by looking only at a single 2D slice. Experts usually need to take into account their appearance in 3D, their relationship with surrounding structures and also their connectivity with other more obvious airway branches, making the task extremely labour intensive. Figure 1.3 shows some examples of the appearance of airways in CT.

1.2 COPD quantification in the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial

The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [80] is a 5-year trial investigating the effects of screening with low-dose CT on the mortality of lung cancer that is conducted in Denmark. The study consists of a total of 4014 participants, where LFT and questionnaires were collected. By randomization, half of the participants (2052) were offered annual CT screening, where CT scans were taken yearly during the period of the study. The participants consist of former and current smokers, of age between 50 to 70 years, with a smoking history of more than 20 pack years, where one pack year is defined as 20 cigarettes (one pack) smoked per day for one year. Former smokers were only
included if they had quit smoking after the age of 50 and less than 10 years before the inclusion date. The participants were also required to be relatively healthy, with a forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV$_1$) of at least 30% of predicted normal at baseline. Detailed description of the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the DLCST study is available in [80].

Although originally designed for cancer screening, the inclusion criteria that focused on smokers makes the DLCST study a unique opportunity to study COPD as well. For this reason, a “COPD quantification by CT, biomarkers and quality of life” (CBQ) study is also conducted in parallel with the DLCST study. The CBQ study involves only participants from DLCST that were subjected to CT screening, where an additional Saint George’s respiratory questionnaire (SGRQ) [41] and blood samples were collected. The aim of this study is to investigate the roles of SGRQ, FEV$_1$, quantification measures from CT, genetic information, and inflammation markers from the blood in relation to diagnosis and development of COPD. A main objective of this thesis is to develop segmentation algorithms for CT scans in relation to the CBQ study.

1.3 Outline

The main contents of this thesis are presented in 7 chapters: Chapter 2 and 3 describes work related to lung segmentation, Chapter 4 to 7 are related to airway tree segmentation, Chapter 8 presents an adaptation of the algorithm in Chapter 7 for segmentation of the vessel tree. The following gives a brief description of each chapter, please refer to Chapter 9 for the full summary of the chapters.

Chapter 2 presents a region growing based method for segmenting lung fields in CT, which assumes that lung parenchyma is of lower intensity than surrounding tissues. Although such simple assumption may not be sufficient for segmenting subjects with dense pathologies in the lungs, this is in general not a problem for the targeted CT scans from the DLCST study, which mainly consisted of relatively healthy subjects. The proposed method was manually evaluated on 200 screening CT scans, and applied successfully to more than 6000 screening scans in the DLCST study and various types of CT scans from other studies. This lung segmentation algorithm also forms the basis for the algorithms and analyses presented in the following chapters.

Chapter 3 presents a study of the effects of smoking cessation on the quantification of emphysema in CT. The lung segmentation algorithm presented in the previous chapter was used to obtain the segmentation needed, and a 15th percentile density (PD15), which was adjusted based on the segmented lung volume, was used to quantify the emphysema. The study involves CT scans from 726 subjects, which consist of current and former smokers, taken at baseline and a year after. A clear difference in PD15 was observed between baseline scans of smokers and former smokers. Furthermore, between the baseline and the follow up scans, it was observed that PD15 was strongly influenced by changes in smoking behavior. The study concluded that current smoking status should be taken into account when using CT lung density to assess the severity of diseases such as emphysema.
Chapter 4 presents an algorithm based on region growing for the segmentation of airway trees in CT. The decision function of the region growing algorithm make use of a voxel classification based appearance model and the fact that artery vessels nearby airways are similar in orientation using a vessel orientation similarity measure. An interesting aspect of the presented appearance model is that it was only trained on a set of easily acquired, incomplete airway tree segmentations. The presented algorithm was evaluated on 250 low dose screening CT images from the DLCST study, where we observed that performing region growing on a decision function that combines both appearance model and the vessel orientation similarity measure works best, as compared to using only the appearance model or the intensity alone.

Chapter 5 applies the vessel guided approach in the previous chapter to a diverse set of CT scans from EXACT'09, which is an airway tree extraction challenge that is described in detail in the following chapter. Except for a few minor modifications to take into account the large variation in the quality of the CT scans, the core of the method along with the parameters used remain unchanged, which showed the robustness of the method. Compared to results from other participating teams, results from the evaluation shows that our method is capable of detecting relatively large portion of the tree correctly with very few false positives.

Chapter 6 presents the first study that compares large number of airway extraction algorithms on the same dataset using a reference, which was held in conjunction with MICCAI 2009. The study was named “Extraction of Airways from CT” (EXACT’09). The study involved 15 algorithms from different research groups, consisting of fully and semi automated algorithms. The dataset for the study consists of a total of 40 scans from subjects ranging from healthy volunteers to patients with severe lung disease, scanned at different sites with different CT scanner models, scanning protocols and reconstruction parameters. A unique approach of the study is that the reference is constructed using segmentation results from the participating teams. Airway trees are subdivided into their individual branches, which are subsequently evaluated manually via visual inspection by human observers. The reference is constructed by taking the union of all correct branches from the evaluation process. Interesting findings from the study include the fact that there is a large difference in the branches detected by different algorithms, and that better results can be achieved by combining segmentations from different algorithms.

Chapter 7 presents a method for extracting airway trees from CT images by continually extending the tree with locally optimal paths, generated based on the airway appearance model as well as shape measures and orientations derived using multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis. The main novelty of the presented method is that acceptance and termination criteria are made on a path basis, instead of the voxel basis that is used by most existing methods and Chapter 4. The result is a more robust method for tree extraction that is capable of overcoming local occlusions. Results from the experiments conducted showed that the proposed method is able to extract significantly more complete airway trees than the region growing approach presented in Chapter 4, though at the price of a slight increase in false positive rate.

Chapter 8 applies the concept of locally optimal paths to the extraction of pulmonary vessels in CT. The cost function is modified to make use of the response from a multiscale vessel enhancement filter. Additional improvements such as the use of search spheres of multiple radius for extracting the locally optimal paths and path selection rules that take into account of previously extracted paths are also presented in this chapter. Experiments conducted on 10 low dose chest CT scans showed that locally optimal paths performs better, with more small vessels extracted in comparison to applying a threshold to the response of the filter.

Summary of all the chapters, general discussions and conclusions, and future outlooks are presented in the final chapter.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis consists of six main contributions:

1. **A study on the effects of smoking on CT quantitative measure:** Short term effects that taking up and cessation of smoking has on CT quantitative measure were studied using the developed lung segmentation algorithm. A version of the 15th percentile density of the lungs that
is normalized according to the total lung capacity was used to measure the density of a cohort from the DLCST study. We have observed significant increase or decrease in lung density when subjects start or stop smoking, suggesting the need to take into account of smoking behavior when performing CT density based analysis.

2. **Voxel classification based airway appearance model**: An airway tree appearance model based on voxel classification was introduced. The novelty of the proposed method lies in the usage of easy to obtain low quality airway trees for training purpose. We showed that by using a special set of segmentations designed to reduce false negatives in the training data and by having a sampling scheme that emphasizes on the smaller airways, good results can be achieved even with incomplete airway trees as training data.

3. **Vessel guided approach for airway segmentation**: A way of using segmented vessel trees for improving airway tree segmentation was presented. This is achieved using a vessel orientation similarity measure that compares Hessian derived orientation of an airway candidate voxel with the orientation from the centerline of a nearby vessel. We showed that applying region growing on the vessel orientation similarity measure in combination with the voxel classification based appearance model gives better segmentation results as compared to using the appearance model alone. The method has also been shown to give good results when applied to a diverse set of CT scans.

4. **Construction of airway tree reference using segmentations from different methods**: A method for constructing reference from airway trees segmented by different algorithms is presented, where human observers are given the easier tasks of determining whether a branch segment is segmented correctly or not, instead of segmenting from scratch by hand. Each segmented airway trees is first subdivided into its individual branch segments. Each branch segments is then visually inspected by trained observers to determine whether it is correctly segmented or not. Finally, reference airway trees are constructed by taking the union of all correctly extracted branches.

5. **Comparison of 15 different airway tree extraction algorithms**: It is important to be able to evaluate and compare performance of segmentation algorithms quantitatively. However, because of the difficulty involved in obtaining reference for airway trees, such quantitative evaluation and comparison is almost non-existent for airway tree extraction algorithms. Using a reference constructed from the results of the method to be evaluated, comparison was performed on airway trees segmented by 15 different airway tree extraction algorithms on a standard dataset, which is a task that has never been attempted before.

6. **Extraction of tree structures using locally optimal paths**: A method for extraction of tree structures based on locally optimal paths is proposed. As termination criteria are performed on a path basis, the proposed method is capable of overcoming local occlusions in image data due to e.g. noise. Another advantage of the proposed method is that geometric characteristics of tree structures, e.g. bifurcation angles, number of bifurcations and straightness of a branch, are naturally implemented into the method.
Chapter 2

Automated Lung Segmentation

2.1 Introduction

Segmentation of the lung fields is a critical step for various tasks related to the analysis of the lungs in CT scans. One of the most common usage of lung segmentation algorithms is for the computation of emphysema measures, such as relative area below -950 HU (RA950) and 15th percentile density (PD15) [19]. Lung segmentation algorithms are also commonly used as a preprocessing step for the segmentation of other lung structures and anomalies, such as vessels [1,77], fissures [77,109], lobules [72] and nodules [1]. It has also been shown that using segmented lung fields as a mask in registration related tasks improves registration results as influence from non-lung structures are suppressed [121].

Various work has been done in relation to lung segmentation [94]. The majority of the work is based on region growing and assumes that the lungs in CT scans are objects of lower density in relation to its surroundings [37,99,118,122]. Though this is sufficient for the case of healthy subjects, it is insufficient for cases with dense anomalies within the lungs due to pathologies such as nodules, cystic fibrosis or mesothelioma. In order to be able to correctly segment lungs with dense anomalies, more advanced methods have been proposed at the expense of higher computation cost, such as the use of image registration [93] and shape models [54]. Van Rikxoort et al. [110] proposed a hybrid method, where lungs are segmented using a region growing based method by default and switches to a more computationally expensive registration based method if errors are detected in the segmentation result.

In this chapter, an automated lung segmentation method is proposed, which is based on region growing, similar to [37]. A unique feature of the proposed method is that the separation of the left and right lung fields is performed implicitly by the region growing algorithm. This is in contrast to [37], which relies on a dynamic programming based post processing step that requires prior knowledge of the orientation of the lungs. The reason for the preference of the simpler region growing approach is that the proposed method is meant to be applied to screening CT scans of mainly relatively healthy subjects.

The proposed algorithm also features an esophagus removal scheme, meant for removing possible esophagus regions that are wrongly included by the region growing process. In addition, we also propose an optional hole filling and smoothing scheme to include possible high density regions within the lungs, such as vessels, fissures and small nodules, which uses a coarse airway segmentation to fill up the large vessels in the lungs.

This chapter starts by describing how trachea is detected automatically in a CT scan in Section 2.2, which we use to segment coarse airway tree that contains the major airways with some leakage, a term for false positives in relation to growing based approaches. The coarse airway tree is then used to obtain the left and right main bronchi, which is used for segmenting the left and right lung fields using region growing algorithm as described in Section 2.3. The esophagus removal scheme, and the optional hole filling and smoothing scheme is also presented in the same section. Section 2.4 describes the results of the evaluation conducted. Finally we end this chapter in Section 2.5 with a brief discussion on possible improvements and a conclusion.
2.2 Segmentation of a coarse airway tree

The aim of obtaining the airway tree is two fold: to obtain the left and right main bronchi, which will be used to segment the left and right lungs (described in Section 2.3.2); and for closing up the main vessels that are near the large airways (described in Section 2.3.4). For these purposes, we do not need the airway tree to be segmented accurately, an airway tree that contains the major airways without major leaks will be sufficient, thus the term coarse airway tree. In this section, we first describe how part of the trachea in an image is detected automatically. This is then followed by a description of the algorithm for the segmentation of the coarse airway tree, which is based on fast marching and uses the partly detected trachea as seeds.

2.2.1 Automated trachea detection

The purpose of the automated trachea detection algorithm is to automatically obtain a region within the tracheal lumen, which is used as seed points to obtain the coarse airway tree later. The idea is to detect a cylindrical structure that lies within the top \( N_{\text{trachea}} \) slices of a chest CT scan. The proposed algorithm involves two stages: detection of round discs in the axial slices and using them to detect a cylindrical structure in 3D.

The first stage uses the fact that trachea generally appears as a dark round disc in axial slices, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). Dark regions in a slice is first extracted by thresholding and retaining voxels with intensities lower than \( T_{\text{trachea}} \). This is then followed by a connected component analysis, where disconnected components are identified and given different labels. Subsequently, disconnected regions that are touching the border of the scan are considered as background and are removed. The following criteria are then used to filter out non-trachea regions, where a region is retained if it fulfills all the criteria:

1. **Area**: A region must have an area between \( \pi R_{\min}^2 \) and \( \pi R_{\max}^2 \), where \( R_{\min} \) and \( R_{\max} \) are approximately the minimum and maximum radius of the human trachea respectively.

2. **Circularity**: The region must be similar to a circle. This is achieved by enforcing that \( 1 - (r_{\max}/r_{\text{est}}) < c_{\text{max}} \), where \( r_{\max} \) is the maximum distance between the points of the region and the centroid of the region, and \( r_{\text{est}} = \sqrt{A/\pi} \) with \( A \) as the area of the region.

The centroid of the regions that fulfill the criteria are subsequently computed along with the centroid of the foreground. The foreground is defined as a region in the image does not belong to regions previously classified as background. Finally, the region with centroid closest to the centroid of the foreground in the horizontal axis is retained. This uses the observation that trachea, viewed axially, generally lies in the middle of the body in the horizontal axis but not in the vertical axis.

The second stage of cylindrical structure detection is performed once the round discs (possibly belonging to the trachea) in all the top \( N_{\text{trachea}} \) slices are identified. By scanning in a top to bottom manner, the final trachea region is the first cylindrical region that spans a depth of \( d_{\text{trachea}} \). Cylindrical regions are formed by grouping overlapping detected discs of neighboring slices together, where a disc in a slice is said to be overlapping with the disc in a neighboring slice if the distance of the centroid of both discs is less than the \( r_{\text{est}} \) of the former disc.

2.2.2 Coarse airway tree segmentation

An adaptation of the fast marching based algorithm presented in [90] is used to obtain a coarse airway tree segmentation, which we will refer to as the Schlathölter algorithm. The resulting segmented airway tree is in the form of a collection of individual branch segments, where a unique label is assigned to each individual branch segment. This feature of the Schlathölter algorithm makes it possible to easily extract the trachea, left and right main bronchi later.

The key idea of the Schlathölter algorithm is based on the observation that a wave front propagating through a tree structure remains connected until it encounters a bifurcation. The side branches can thus be detected as the individual disconnected components in the propagating front. Another advantage of the algorithm is that possible leakage can also be detected by monitoring changes in the propagating front, which can later be removed from the overall segmentation.
Automated Lung Segmentation

Figure 2.1: (a) An axial slice of a CT scan with a visible trachea and (b) the same axial slice with the automatically detected trachea highlighted.

Figure 2.2: Surface rendering of a segmented coarse airway tree.

The detected trachea in Section 2.2.1 is used to initialize the Schlathölter algorithm, where the algorithm was made to propagate to voxels with intensities lower than $T_{\text{air}}$. Bifurcation is detected by monitoring the number of disconnected components in the propagating front. The number of disconnected components in the front is obtained by applying connected component analysis to the set of “trial” points in the fast marching process [63]. Additionally, in order to reduce computation cost, the connected component analysis is only performed when the time stamp from the fast marching algorithm increased by $1/\delta$, where $\delta$ is the minimum distance between two voxels.

It is observed that the top part of the trachea is often very noisy, due to reconstruction artifacts from the surrounding dense structures, e.g. the clavicle. Spurious high intensity voxels from such artifacts often cause the propagating fronts to be disconnected, resulting in falsely detected bifurcations. In order to avoid performing bifurcation detection on the top part of the trachea, bifurcation detection is disabled for a length of $d_{\text{skip}}$ at the beginning of the trachea. A simple leakage detection rule is implemented, where a branch is discarded if the radius of the propagating front, estimated from the surface area of the front, is $\alpha$ times larger than the radius of the front at the root of the branch. To further prevent the algorithm from leaking and also to save computation time, the algorithm is made to extract at most $\beta$ branch segments. Figure 2.2 shows the surface rendering of a segmented airway tree obtained using our implementation of the Schlathölter algorithm.

2.3 Segmentation of left and right lung

The trachea, and the left and right main bronchi are extracted from the coarse airway tree obtained in Section 2.2.2, and they are used to initialize a region growing based algorithm for segmenting the left and right lung fields. An esophagus removal process is then applied to the segmented lung fields to remove regions belonging to the esophagus that are wrongly included by the region growing process.
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Figure 2.3: An example of a subject with pig bronchus, showing (a) a coronal view of the CT scan and (b) a surface rendering of the segmented trachea (white), left (red) and right (blue) main bronchi.

As the region growing process assumes that the intensities of the voxels within the lung fields are below a certain threshold, any structures within the lung fields with intensity higher than the threshold will be excluded. As certain applications requires such high intensity structures to be included into the segmented lung fields, an optional smoothing and hole filling process is also introduced. This section starts by describing how the trachea, and the left and right main bronchi are extracted. This is followed by the description of the region growing based algorithm for segmenting the left and right lung. After this, we describe the esophagus removal process, and finally the optional smoothing and hole filling process.

2.3.1 Extraction of trachea, left and right main bronchi

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, different branches are given different labels in the airway tree segmented using the Schlathölter algorithm. As the Schlathölter algorithm is initialized using partly detected trachea, the trachea is naturally the first branch the algorithm extracts. The main bronchi are then the subsequent two branches that bifurcate from the trachea. Using the centroids of the voxels belonging to the individual branches that are neighboring to the trachea, the branch with the left most centroid is identified as the left main bronchus, while the remaining branch is the right main bronchus.

The detection algorithm described above works well for the majority of the cases, except for the rare anatomical variation called the “pig bronchus” [28], where subjects have an extra tracheal bronchus just above the carina, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). Among the screening scans from approximately 2000 subjects that we have processed, we have encountered around 4 subjects with such anatomical variations.

An extra detection step in the main bronchi extraction is introduced in order to handle the pig bronchus. Comparing the behavior of the bifurcating branches at pig bronchus and trachea to those of the left and right main bronchi, it is observed that the pig bronchus is a lot smaller in radius than the trachea, while the left and right main bronchi are usually of similar radius. Therefore, pig bronchus can be identified easily by comparing the difference between the radius of the bifurcating branches of the trachea. The radius of a branch is approximated as the median of the radii measured at each time stamp interval in the Schlathölter algorithm. At the first bifurcation of a trachea, a pig bronchus is said to be detected if the ratio between radius of the smaller branch and the radius of the larger branch is less than $r_{pig}$. Upon detection of the pig bronchus, the larger branch will be identified as the trachea, and the left and right main bronchi will be the branches from the next bifurcation. For convenience, we do not assign a specific label for the pig bronchus, but instead marked is as either left or right main bronchi depending on which lung it branches to. Figure 2.3(b) shows the surface rendering of the main bronchi segmented from a subject with pig bronchus.
2.3.2 Left and right lung segmentation

Our implementation uses voxels from the left and right main bronchi that are neighboring to the trachea as seed points for segmenting the left and right lungs. Ideally, the left and right lungs can be obtained by performing region growing on seed points from the left and right main bronchi respectively. However, in practice, intensity of the pleura separating the left and right lungs can be well within the intensity of lung tissues, causing the region growing processes to leak from one lung to the other.

In order to be able to separate the left and right lungs properly via region growing alone, a scheme involving running two region growing processes (one for each lung) concurrently is proposed. Concurrent execution of both region growing processes is achieved by having each process takes turn in marking one voxel at a time, and both processes are coupled in the following manner:

- **Collision detection**: If a region growing process grows to a voxel that is already marked by the other region growing process, then the voxel will be unmarked as it belongs to the pleura. The voxel will also be prevented from growing further by both processes.

- **Common intensity threshold**: Both region growing processes share the same intensity threshold, which begins at the value $T_{\text{min}}$ and is slowly increased up to a maximum value of $T_{\text{lung}}$, after which the region growing processes will then be stopped. Threshold is only increased when both processes have no more neighboring voxels of intensity less than or equal to the current threshold. The increased threshold will be set to the lowest intensity value of the neighboring voxels.

- **Balancing of number of marked voxels**: This is performed if the number of added voxels of a region growing process is more than $\gamma$ times of the other region growing process and both region growing processes contains neighboring voxels that they can grow to. During the balancing process, the process with the larger number of added voxels is prevented from growing until both process have the same amount of added voxels. The threshold is set to the lowest intensity of the neighboring voxels of both region growing process after the balancing process.

Collision detection is used to prevent both region growing process from growing into each other, with the assumption that voxels where both region growing process meet are low intensity region of the pleura separating the left and right lungs. The use of a common intensity threshold for both region growing processes uses the fact that the pleura has higher intensity than the surrounding lung tissues. Therefore, by slowly raising the threshold of both region growing processes, both region growing processes will converge at the pleura region. In general, collision detection and the use of common intensity threshold are sufficient to extract the left and right lung for most cases. The additional balancing procedure is used to further ensure that both region growing process grow at the same speed and letting the collision detection rule to prevent both regions from crossing the pleura separating the left and the right lungs. The situation where the region growing processes grow unevenly usually arises when one of the lungs is more emphysemic than the other, resulting in the more emphysemic lung to have more low intensity regions.

After the lungs are segmented, the left and right main bronchus obtained in Section 2.3.1 are dilated with a sphere of radius $r_{\text{bronc}}$ and subsequently subtracted from the segmented lungs.

2.3.3 Esophagus removal

In rare cases, it has been observed that pleura of separating the lung from the esophagus may have intensity well within the intensity of lung tissues, causing the region algorithm to mark part of the esophagus as lungs. Among the screening CT scans processed, this has happened on approximately 2% of the scans. Therefore, an esophagus detection and removal process is introduced to address this issue.

We propose to detect esophagus by first scanning for possible esophagus candidates on a slice by slice manner, and then identify actual esophagus as weakly connected structures within the segmented lungs that have a high overlap with the esophagus candidates. By applying connected components analysis on all axial slices containing the lung segmentation independently, esophagus candidates at each slice are identified as disconnected regions with left lung on its left side and right lung on its right
Figure 2.4: An example showing (a) an axial slice of a CT scan, and the same scan overlaid with the lung segmentation (b) without and (c) with esophagus removal, and the surface renderings of the same lung segmentation (d) without and (e) with esophagus removal. Left and right lung fields are indicated in red and blue respectively.

side. Next, erosion with a sphere element of one voxel radius is applied to the segmented lungs to disconnect any weakly connected regions within the segmented lungs. Finally, connected component analysis is applied to the eroded lungs, and any disconnected components with an overlap of more than $p_{overlap}$ with the esophagus candidates are dilated with the one voxel sphere element and removed from the segmented lung fields. An example of the result from the proposed esophagus removal algorithm is shown in Figure 2.4, where it can be observed that, except for a few voxels, the esophagus has been completely removed from the segmented lung fields.

### 2.3.4 Smoothing and removing holes in segmented lungs

The segmented lung fields obtained previously only consist of parenchyma tissues, which are assumed to be of intensity lower or equal to $T_{lung}$. This implies that structures with high intensity such as airway walls and vessels are not included in the segmented lung fields. Although this is sufficient for most applications, there are some applications that needed segmented lung fields that do not have holes in it and include all the high intensity structures within the lung fields. One such situation is when the segmented lung fields are meant to be used as masks for segmenting other structures within the lungs, such as airways or vessels.

We propose a two step smoothing and holes filling process, where the first step focuses on filling up small holes within the lungs and the second step focuses on filling up the large vessels in the lungs. This smoothing and holes filling process is performed on each lung individually, removing the need to handle the complications that arise when morphological dilation is applied to the left and right lung fields.

The first step of removing the small holes within a lung starts with the morphological dilation of the segmented lung. Regions belonging to the background that are outside the lung can then be identified by applying region growing on regions that are not marked as lung, with the border of the image as seeds. The remaining non-background region will then be the dilated lung with all holes filled. Finally, morphological erosion is applied on new segmented lung to reduce the effects of the
Figure 2.5: An axial slice showing (a) the original image, segmented lung fields (b) without and (c) with smoothing and holes removal. Left and right lung fields are indicated in red and blue respectively.

dilation applied earlier. A sphere of radius \( r_{\text{small}} \) is used by both the dilation and erosion operation in this first step.

The second step of filling up the large vessels makes use of the fact that large vessels are near the airways. Excluding the trachea and the left and right main bronchi, the coarse airway tree obtained in Section 2.2.2 is dilated with a large sphere of radius \( r_{\text{large}} \), and merged with the resulting lung from the first step. The use of this large dilation element will effectively close off part of the large vessels around the airways, separating the rest of the large vessels from the background region. This is then followed by a modified erosion process, using the same sphere element, to remove dilated regions that do not belong to the lung segmentation prior to merging with the dilated coarse airway tree. Finally, the same hole filling process as described previously is applied to the processed lung segmentation to fill the regions belonging to the large vessels that are not close off earlier. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a lung segmentation with and without the smoothing and holes removal process.

2.4 Experiments and results

The proposed lung segmentation algorithm has been applied to 6830 low dose screening images from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) study [80], with the values of the parameters as listed in Table 2.1. Among the segmented scans, the proposed algorithm only failed to segment 42 scans due to failure in detecting the trachea (34 scans), error in extracting the main bronchi due to leakage detected at the main bronchi level (3 scans), and having the segmented region leaked into the background region because the lung fields were clipped during acquisition (5 scans).

Two medical doctors experienced in chest CT, Haseem Ashraf and Goutham Edula, have visually evaluated 200 CT scans, which were selected from the first 3500 available scans of the DLCST study. Consensus of the evaluation results was reached with the aid of a pulmonologist, Asger Dirksen, who specialized in chest CT. Among the selected scans, 100 scans were selected randomly, and the remaining 100 scans were selected randomly from a list of outliers. The list of outliers were compiled from series of measures, consisting of 50 scans with the highest measurements and 50 scans with the lowest measurements from each of the measures. The series of measurements used were lung volume, lung weight, lung surface area, average lung intensity, 15\(^{th}\) percentile density (PD15), and relative area below -950 HU (RA950). The human observers were to identify the errors and classify them into one of the seven types of errors: lung separation error, esophagus inclusion, bronchial separation error, lung fields excluded due to consolidation/pneumonia, air pockets missed, bowel inclusion and error due to artifacts. Besides identifying the type errors, observers also need to assign one of the three scores to each error indicating the effects of the error on the overall lung fields: less than 1\%, between 1 to 5\%, and more than 5\% of the total lung fields. It should be noted that the observers understood that the scores are not meant to reflect the exact amount of errors, but are actually meant to indicate whether the errors are negligible, minor or major.
Table 2.1: List of parameters and their corresponding values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{trachea}$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{trachea}$</td>
<td>-400 HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{min}$</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{max}$</td>
<td>17 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{max}$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{trachea}$</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{air}$</td>
<td>-900 HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{skip}$</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{pig}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{min}$</td>
<td>-1000 HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{lung}$</td>
<td>-400 HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{overlap}$</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{small}$</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{large}$</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{bronc}$</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the scans evaluated, errors were identified in nine scans. The majority of the errors, consisting of six out of the nine scans with errors, were due to air pockets missed though their effects to the lung segmentation were negligible as the coverage was less than 1% (negligible) of the lung for all cases. Two scans were identified with esophagus error due to a few voxels in the esophagus that were not removed properly by the esophagus removal algorithm. Only one scan had an error coverage between 1 to 5% (minor) due to the inclusion of bowels.

Besides the CT scans from the DLCST study, the algorithm has also been applied to scans from other dataset, such as chest CT scans of babies from Princess Margaret Hospital for Children in Perth (Australia), thick slices (5mm) scans of patients with cystic fibrosis from Erasmus MC Sophia Children Hospital in Rotterdam (the Netherlands), chest CT scans of various qualities from EXACT’09 [59], and 4D CT scans from the Deformable Image Registration (DIR) dataset [15]. For the CT scans of babies, manual placement of a seed in the trachea was required because the trachea radius for babies was a lot smaller than what the automated trachea detection was designed for. For the thick slices, the algorithm was modified to include left and right main bronchi in the lung segmentation, due to difficulties in segmenting the left and right main bronchi reliably caused by the lack of resolution in the z-axis.

2.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed a fully automated region growing based lung segmentation algorithm that is meant for screening CT scans. The proposed algorithm has been successfully applied to >6000 screening chest CT scans from the DLCST study, with a failure rate of less than 1% (42 out of 6830 scans). Majority of the failures are caused by failure in detecting the trachea, either due to acquisition errors (inclusion of a large part of larynx) or reconstruction artifacts. Manually placing a point within the tracheal lumen for initialization purpose is usually sufficient to overcome the problem. Manual evaluation has been performed on 200 scans selected randomly from the first 3500 available scans from the DLCST study, where the results from the proposed method has been shown to be highly accurate, with only minor or negligible errors in a small number of cases. Despite the original aim of applying to screening CT scans, the proposed algorithm has been applied to various clinical chest CT scans of pathological subjects successfully with little or no modifications. An explanation for this is probably due to the absence of large dense pathologies in the scans applied. It is expected that the proposed lung segmentation algorithm will not be as effective on such scans mainly due to the assumption that the lungs are objects of low intensity CT.
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Short Term Effects of Changes in Smoking Behavior on Emphysema Quantification by CT


Abstract  
Background: We studied the effect of smoking cessation and smoking relapse on lung density using low-dose CT. Methods: From a Cancer Screening Trial, 726 current and former smoking participants (>20 pack-years) were included, where low dose spiral computed tomography (CT) scan was performed using multi-detector CT scanner. Lung density was quantified using the 15th percentile density (PD15), which was adjusted to the predicted total lung capacity. Data was analyzed by linear regression models.

Results: At baseline, mean PD15 was 45 g/L in former smokers (n = 178) and 55 g/L in current smokers (n=548), making a difference of 10 g/L (p < 0.001). After smoking cessation (n = 77) PD15 decreased by 6.2 g/L (p < 0.001) in the first year and an additionally 3.6 g/L (p < 0.001) in the second year, after which no further change could be detected. Moreover, the first year after smoking relapse (n = 18) PD15 increased by 3.7 g/L (p = 0.02).

Conclusions: Current smoking status has great influence on lung density by CT. The difference in lung density between current and former smokers observed in cross-sectional studies corresponds closely to the change in lung density seen in the years after smoking cessation. Therefore, current smoking status should be taken into account when using CT lung density to assess the severity of diseases such as emphysema.

3.1 Introduction

Changes in lung density are important characteristics of lung diseases such as emphysema, pneumonia and pulmonary fibrosis. As the measurement of CT is based on the attenuation of X-rays, which is related to the density of the tissues that is penetrated by the X-rays, this makes CT ideal for the diagnosis of these density related lung diseases. In other words, CT is essentially densitometry, where the density within a particular cube, commonly referred to as voxel, is reflected by its gray levels or Houndsfield unit in a CT image. The densitometry nature of CT has been used for monitoring diseases like emphysema, where loss of lung tissue plays a central role [10,98].

Pulmonary emphysema is a condition characterized by low lung density. It is defined as abnormal, permanent enlargement of airspaces distal to the terminal bronchioles, accompanied by the destruction
of their walls, and without obvious fibrosis [95]. Emphysema leads to loss of pulmonary function (e.g. decline in forced expiratory volume in 1st second (FEV$_1$)), which leads to respiratory insufficiency and ultimately death [123]. The precise mechanism behind the destruction of alveoli and development of emphysema from smoking is not fully understood. Recent studies highlight the central role of inflammation in the pathogenesis of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [65,113]. Smoking is believed to be the main cause of inflammation both in the lung and systemic [88,105]. Inhaled steroids have shown little effect in COPD [112], and abstaining from smoking is still the most important intervention [85]. Studies have shown a beneficial effect of smoking cessation on cough, sputum production and FEV$_1$ [43]. Fletcher and Peto observed in their landmark study that decline in FEV$_1$ decreased after smoking cessation [25]. More recently these findings were reproduced in another large landmark study, the Lung Health Study, that showed a slight increase in FEV$_1$, for the first couple of years after smoking cessation, and thereafter a smaller decline in FEV$_1$, as compared to the decline observed in continuous smokers [89]. This again underlines the importance of smoking cessation in the treatment and prognosis of COPD.

The effect of smoking cessation on the underlying inflammation present in COPD patients is still a matter of debate. Studies have found that some inflammation may persist after smoking cessation [27,103]. Others have found a clear reduction in inflammatory biomarkers in both blood and bronchial fluids [51]. However, it is generally believed that inflammation plays an important role in the development and progression of emphysema, and that smoking cessation interferes with inflammatory mediators [35]. Most studies have focused on pulmonary function tests (PFT), blood samples and bronchial fluids, and little is known about the short term morphological changes that occur in relation to changes in smoking behavior.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the short term effect of changes in smoking behavior on lung density both cross-sectionally and longitudinally using repeated CT scans.

3.2 Material

3.2.1 Study population

The study population was selected from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [3,80]. DLCST is a 5 year trial investigating the effect of screening with low dose CT on the mortality of lung cancer. In 2005 participants were randomized to either annual CT or a control group. At the time when we decided to perform the present study, 726 participants had been randomized to CT and completed baseline and 1 year follow-up scan, and they were included in the present study. The study was institutional review board approved.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria of DLCST have been published previously in [80]; in short participants were current or former smokers at an age between 50 to 70 years with a smoking history of more than 20 pack years. Former smokers were only included if they had quit smoking after the age of 50 years and less than 10 years before inclusion. FEV$_1$ was at least 30% of predicted normal. Ineligible were those applicants with body weight above 130 kg or previous treatment for lung cancer, breast cancer, malignant melanoma or hypernephroma. Individuals with a history of any other cancer within 5 years or tuberculosis within 2 years or any serious illness that would shorten life expectancy to less than 10 years were excluded.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Imaging

All CT scans were performed on a Multi Detector Computed Tomography (MDCT) scanner (16 rows Philips Mx 8000). Scans were performed supine after full inspiration with caudocranial scan direction including the entire ribcage and with a low dose technique with 140 kV and 40 mAs. Scans were performed with spiral data acquisition with the following acquisition parameters: Section collimation 16×0.75 mm, pitch 1.5 and rotation time 0.5 second. Images were reconstructed with 1 mm slice thickness using a hard algorithm.
3.3.2 Image analysis

Images were analyzed with the lung segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 2 without the optional smoothing and hole removal process. Based on the voxel dimensions, the volume of a single voxel was calculated, and from this the total lung volume (TLV) was computed by adding up the volume of voxels marked as lung. Assuming the density value of a single voxel can be converted from Houndsfield Unit (HU) to the physical unit of gram per liter (g/L) by adding a value of 1000, the lung weight based on density value from CT can be obtained by summing the converted value in g/L, followed by a multiplication with the volume of a single voxel.

The 15th percentile density (PD15) was calculated as the threshold in HU where 15% of the voxels within the segmented lung fields have density values below the threshold [17, 19]. As the density of the lung is dependent on the amount of air in the lung, the adjustment of the PD15 based on [91] was introduced in order to eliminate noise due to variations in inspiration level:

$$\text{Adjusted PD15} = \frac{(\text{PD15} + 1000) \times \text{TLV}}{\text{TLC}}$$

where TLC is the predicted total lung capacity, which is derived from reference equations based on the participant’s sex and height.

Note that we will refer to the adjusted PD15 as PD15 or lung density in the rest of this chapter for simplicity.

3.4 Assessments

At baseline and 1 year follow-up, smoking status was determined (self-reported) along with carbon monoxide (CO) level in exhaled air. A CO level above 10 parts per million (ppm) was defined as indicating current smoking [69], and participants who claimed to be former smokers with CO > 10 ppm at baseline or follow-up were excluded from the study because of contradictory information about their smoking status. Smoking habits were further explored with a questionnaire, where cigarettes smoked per day in the last month (0-10, 11-20, >20), number of pack years, and for former smokers the year of smoking cessation was determined.

3.5 Definitions and design

Data was collected prospectively and was analyzed both cross-sectionally (by comparing groups and subgroups) and longitudinally (within an observation window) as described below. Former smokers were defined as participants who had abstained from smoking for at least 4 weeks prior to the baseline screening visit. Participants were observed in a 1-year window from baseline to 1-year follow-up, and were divided into 4 groups based on their smoking behavior in this window:

- **Continuous smokers**: baseline smokers who were still smoking at 1-year follow-up,
- **recent quitters**: baseline smokers who had quit smoking at least 4 weeks prior to 1-year follow-up,
- **continuous ex-smokers**: baseline ex-smokers who did not smoke at 1-year follow-up, and
- **re-starters**: baseline former smokers who had resumed smoking at 1-year follow-up.

All continuous ex-smokers had stopped smoking within the last 10 years before inclusion (i.e. 1995-2004), and they were subdivided into 5 subgroups according to how many years they had not smoked at baseline: 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years and ≥5 years. By calculating the change in lung density in the observation window from baseline to 1-year follow-up for these subgroups, change in lung for each of the first 10 years after smoking cessation could be estimated.
3.6 Statistics

The distribution of PD15 was approximately normal, and the influence of smoking behavior on lung density by CT was analyzed in two linear models, which were a cross-sectional model and a longitudinal model. In the cross-sectional model, only baseline scans were analyzed, with smoking status, sex, age, pack years and body mass index (BMI) as explanatory variables, and PD15 as the outcome. In the longitudinal model, the difference in PD15 between baseline and 1 year follow-up (∆PD15) was used as the outcome, and was analyzed with time between scans, sex, year of smoking cessation, smoking relapse and baseline PD15 as explanatory variables. All analyses were performed using R version 2.7.1 and a p value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

3.7 Results

Baseline characteristics of participants (n = 726) are shown in Table 3.1. One former smoker was excluded from the study because of a CO value above 10 ppm. At 1 year follow-up 471 participants were continuous smokers, 77 were recent quitters, 160 were continuous ex-smokers and 18 were restarters.

3.7.1 Cross-sectional analysis of baseline scans

Smoking status had great influence on lung density at baseline; mean PD15 was 44.9 g/L in former smokers and 55.0 g/L in current smokers. The difference between the two groups was 10.2 g/L (p < 0.001). The influence of other variables was studied in the cross-sectional model. The difference in PD15 persisted, with a difference of 10.6 g/L (p < 0.001), even after adjustment for female gender (14.9 g/L, p < 0.001), age (-0.36 g/L/year, p < 0.001), BMI (0.19 g/L, p = 0.14) and pack years (0.1 g/L, p < 0.001).

A dose response relationship was assessed by further subdividing the current smokers into different categories based on the average amount of cigarettes smoked per day in the last month, where the following dose response in relation to the former smokers were observed: 5.7 g/L for 0-10 cigarettes per day (n = 85, p < 0.001), 10.6 g/L for 11-20 cigarettes per day (n = 244, p < 0.001) and 11.4 g/L for >20 cigarettes per day (n = 158, p < 0.001).

3.7.2 Longitudinal analysis of baseline and follow-up scans

The change in lung density between baseline and 1 year follow-up was analyzed in a longitudinal model, the results of which are shown in Table 3.2. In the recent quitters, a significant difference in ∆PD15 of -6.2 g/L (p < 0.001) was observed when compared to the ∆PD15 of the continuous smokers. Among the continuous ex-smokers, significant difference between the ∆PD15 (-3.6 g/L, p < 0.001) was only observed for the group where smoking cessation occurred in the year preceding baseline. For the rest of the continuous ex-smokers where smoking cessation occurred more than 1 year before baseline, no significant differences in ∆PD15 (<1 g/L, p > 0.1) were observed when compared to continuous
Table 3.2: Longitudinal linear regression analysis of change in lung density during follow-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variable</th>
<th>Coefficient g/L</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (years)</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female)</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking cessation between baseline and follow-up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year (n = 47)</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years (n = 26)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years (n = 16)</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years (n = 10)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5 years (n = 68)</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking relapse between baseline and follow-up (n = 18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline PD15 (individual value - mean)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Loss of lung density at follow-up in relation to year of smoking cessation. The error-bars indicate standard error of mean.

smokers as shown in Figure 3.1. A modest difference in ∆PD15 of 3.7 g/L (p = 0.02) was observed when comparing re-starters to the continuous smokers.

By subdividing the recent quitters into subgroups based on the average amount of cigarettes smoked per day at baseline, the following difference in ∆PD15 in comparison to the continuous smokers was observed: -3.2 g/L for 0-10 cigarettes/day (n = 16, p = 0.04), -6.1 g/L for 11-20 cigarettes/day (n = 36, p < 0.001), and -8.8 g/L for >20 cigarettes/day (n = 17, p < 0.001), again showing a dose-response relationship.

3.8 Discussion

The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial constitutes a unique opportunity for analyzing the effect on CT lung density of smoking behavior. This study aims at studying the short term effects on CT based lung density measures due to changes in smoking behavior, where very little is known. Although Soejima et al. [96] studied the relationship between lung density and smoking, it should be noted that they only studied the long term effects of smoking as their study did not include any subjects who changed their smoking behavior during the study.

We found large changes in CT lung density in relation to various smoking behaviors. It was observed that lung density of current smokers was 10 g/L (p < 0.001) higher than former smokers.
Accumulation of soot and tar in the lungs (anthracosis) from smoking may explain the higher lung density among current smokers [36]. This accumulation of foreign material provokes inflammation, and the presence of inflammatory cells in the lung contributes to the higher density. Studies have shown that inflammation is present in active smokers [88,105]. We found a clear dose response effect of cigarette consumption on lung density in current smokers, which strongly supports the hypothesis that smoking results in more dense lungs. This is also in line with what was found by Kuschner et al. [50], where dose response relationship between the amount of cigarettes smoked and the inflammatory response was observed.

The cross-sectional difference in CT lung density of 10 g/L between current smokers and former smokers corresponded nicely to the rather dramatic changes in lung density observed in the first couple of years after smoking had stopped. Thus, during the first year after smoking cessation lung density decreased by 6.2 g/L, and additional 3.6 g/L ($p < 0.001$) was lost during the second year after smoking had stopped (Table 3.2). Additional loss of lung density was not observed for former smokers who stopped smoking for more than 2 years. This is consistent with the Lung Health Study [89] in which a beneficial effect of smoking cessation on pulmonary function was observed for 1-2 years, and thereafter, the decline in pulmonary function was similar to the decline in non-smokers. During the first couple of years after smoking cessation the lung probably undergoes a cleansing process where soot, tar and inflammation gradually diminish. Previous studies have shown decreased inflammatory response after smoking cessation [51]. Again we found a dose response effect of cigarette consumption at baseline and loss of lung density after smoking cessation. This indicates that the effects of the cleaning process after smoking cessation is proportional to the amount of cigarettes smoked.

Smoking relapse increased lung density by 3.7 g/L, which is less than the difference of 10 g/L between current and former smokers seen in the cross-sectional analysis. Despite having relatively few re-starters ($n = 18$) and a broad confidence interval (95%: 0.5 - 6.9 g/L), the finding that smoking relapse increases lung density was statistically significant ($p = 0.02$). An explanation for the relatively small increase in lung density for re-starters is probably because it takes some time before a full blown inflammatory process is induced by the accumulation of soot and tar in the lung (Figure 3.2). We expect the lung density to rise for the next several years, provided that smoking is sustained. However, data supporting this hypothesis is not yet available.

Smoking induces emphysema and alveolar destruction, which causes loss of lung density, and therefore smoking has usually been associated with a decrease in lung density [17]. In this study, we observed that smoking cessation is also associated with an intensified decrease in lung density, though only for a couple of years. Therefore, when using CT lung density as outcome measure in clinical trials of COPD, where areas of low density or attenuation are used as a surrogate marker for emphysema [10,98], it is important to take into account the short term decrease of lung density due to smoking cessation and not misinterpret it as progress of emphysema (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2: Transverse CT scans from a participant who started smoking between baseline visit (A) and 1 year follow-up (B). Slice position and inspiration level was similar in the images ($\Delta$CT volume = 0.04 L). Red areas highlight areas with lung density below -950 HU. Smoking relapse hides underlying low attenuation areas at follow-up.
Figure 3.3: Transverse CT scans from a participant who stopped smoking between baseline (C) visit and 1 year follow-up (D). Slice position and inspiration level was similar in the images ($\Delta$CT volume = 0.08 L). Green areas highlight areas with lung density below -950 HU. Smoking cessation revealed more low attenuation areas at follow-up.

Our study showed women have more dense lung (14.9 g/L, $p < 0.001$) than men, which is in agreement with recent studies on gender differences in emphysema score by CT [31]. We also found that the annual loss of lung density was 0.9 g/L larger for women than for men ($p = 0.03$, Table 3.2) supporting previous studies which have shown that women are more susceptible to the deleterious effects of cigarette smoke and more liable developing COPD [84].

Major strengths of this study is the fairly equal distribution of gender in the subjects, the use of CO validated smoking habits, usage of contemporary imaging techniques, and that analyses were performed using linear modeling techniques that focused on statistical noise reduction. To further strengthen the validity of this study, a priori adjustment of PD15 using a physiological model based on the inverse relationship between volume and density [17, 91] that is caused by different level of inspiration during scan acquisition, which is a known principal clinical confounder of CT based lung density measurements.

Other densitometric parameters have been used in previous CT based lung density studies, such as the conventionally used relative area (RA) of emphysema [96]; i.e. the per cent of the lung below a threshold of typically -950 HU. There are several reasons why we chose to use PD15, instead of the conventionally used RA. The first reason is that the rate of decline in PD15 has been shown to be consistent across a wide spectrum of disease severity, whereas the progression of RA increases with greater disease severity [78]. PD15 has also been recommended as a primary outcome measure by the workshop on quantitative computed tomography scanning in longitudinal studies of emphysema [76]. Furthermore, PD15 has been gradually accepted as the most sensitive parameter for CT lung densitometry [79].

There are some limitations to this study. First, never-smokers were not included in the study; this could have given a more direct assessment of the effect of smoking. Secondly, the time at which any change in smoking habit occurred is not very precise. We know that a change occurred at some time between baseline visit and 1 year follow-up, or for smoking cessation before baseline the year of smoking cessation is known. A more precise time frame would make it possible to conduct an even more comprehensive analysis of how the effects of changes in smoking behavior develop.

This study used hard reconstruction images with a slice thickness of 1 mm, which is different to the 3-5 mm slice thickness and soft reconstruction that is commonly recommended for lung density measurements [17]. The main reason for this was because the scans were primarily performed as part of a screening program for lung cancer, where thin slices and hard reconstruction is usually recommended. However, we believe scan settings had little influence on the results because this study focused mainly on changes in lung density over time from scans of the same subject using the same scanner settings.

We believe that further follow-up of the participants could be of interest, and may bring further insight into the effects of smoking on lung density by CT. Currently, we are in the process of waiting...
for more data in order to be able to perform further follow-up analysis on the participants.

In conclusion, changes in smoking behavior have great influence on lung density by CT. Cross-sectionally we found 10 g/L ($p < 0.01$) higher lung density in current smokers as compared to former smokers, and this difference was longitudinally accounted for by changes seen in participants who stopped smoking, showing a decrease of 6.2 g/L ($p < 0.001$) in the first year and 3.6 g/L ($p < 0.001$) in the second year after smoking cessation when compared to continuous smokers. Furthermore, smoking relapse at 1 year follow-up was associated with an increase in lung density of 3.7 g/L ($p = 0.02$). This indicates that the decontamination of the lung after smoking cessation lasted for more than a year, which is consistent with previous pulmonary function based studies. Gradual remission of smoke induced inflammation probably in part explains the protraction. In short, current smoking status should be taken into account when evaluating lung density by CT and quantifying the progress of emphysema.
Chapter 4

Voxel Classification Based Airway Tree Segmentation


Abstract This chapter presents a method for airway tree segmentation that uses a combination of a trained airway appearance model, vessel and airway orientation information, and region growing. We propose a voxel classification approach for the appearance model, which uses a classifier that is trained to differentiate between airway and non-airway voxels. This is in contrast to previous works that use either intensity alone or hand crafted models of airway appearance. We show that the appearance model can be trained with a set of easily acquired, incomplete, airway tree segmentations. A vessel orientation similarity measure is introduced, which indicates how similar the orientation of an airway candidate is to the orientation of the neighboring vessel. We use this vessel orientation similarity measure to overcome regions in the airway tree that have a low response from the appearance model. The proposed method is evaluated on 250 low dose computed tomography images from a lung cancer screening trial. Our experiments showed that applying the region growing algorithm on the airway appearance model produces more complete airway segmentations, leading to on average 20% longer trees, and 50% less leakage. When combining the airway appearance model with vessel orientation similarity, the improvement is even more significant ($p < 0.01$) than only using the airway appearance model, with on average 7% increase in the total length of branches extracted correctly.

4.1 Introduction

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is among the leading causes of death and disability in the world, tending to be even more widespread in the future [73, 87]. Measurement of airway lumen dimension and wall thickness, as can be obtained from computed tomography (CT) images, play a significant role in the analysis and understanding of COPD in various studies [9, 18, 75], where measurements from the smaller and higher generation airways are especially important [53]. The success of such studies relies heavily on the availability of accurate and automated methods for airway tree segmentation. However, most airway tree segmentation methods are still limited to the larger and more visible airways, therefore there is an immediate need for a better airway tree segmentation method. Moreover, the lungs are anatomically divided into subregions based on the structure of the airway tree. This makes airway tree segmentation a useful starting point for tasks such as the
segmentation of lobes [49, 104, 122] and pulmonary segments [72]. Segmented airway trees can also be used as landmarks for guiding registration processes (see for instance [55]), resulting in a more accurate and natural transformation for applications such as disease progression monitoring [29].

The general approach to segmentation of the airway tree involves variants of region growing applied on the image intensity [4, 46, 47, 71, 90, 92, 97, 100]. The assumption is that in CT images, the airway lumen is dark and surrounded by brighter structures, i.e. airway walls followed by lung parenchyma. The main problem with this approach is that there often exist small regions, where part of the airway wall is not visible and the airway lumen has intensities similar to the surrounding lung tissue, due to noise or pathologies such as emphysema. This results in ‘leakage’ in the region growing process in which surrounding lung regions are wrongly labeled as part of the airway tree.

One direct way to reduce leakage is to introduce prior knowledge of the geometry of the airway tree into the region growing algorithm. [71] proposed to monitor the change in volume of the labeled region to detect leakage, and use the highest threshold without any leakage detected to segment the entire tree. Later works focused on the idea of stopping the segmentation locally where leakage occurs, while allowing the segmentation process to continue in other regions [47, 90, 100, 106]. Detection of leakage via the radius of propagating fronts from the fast marching algorithm was introduced in [90]. Van Ginneken et al. [106] replaced the fast marching with a sphere-constrained region growing and investigated a multi-threshold scheme. Both [47] and [100] proposed to use geometrical properties within a volume of interest derived from previously detected airways, where the former used the area of cross sections, and the latter used the topology of the thinned structure for leakage detection. [92] proposed information gain as a region growing criteria to avoid leakage, where the local topology of the labeled region around a candidate voxel is implicitly included into the gain.

Leakage may also be avoided by improved differentiation between airway lumen and surrounding lung tissue. The proposed method falls in this category. The key idea is to base the decision in the region growing not only on the intensity of a single voxel, but also on the information from the surroundings. Sonka et al. [97] used the proximity of airways and vessels as one of the criteria for region growing. Various morphological operators designed specifically for detecting airways have also been investigated [4, 46, 83]. Fetita et al. [23] coupled morphological operators with an energy based reconstruction method that takes into account the appearance of a bronchial tree. A combination of fuzzy logic rules and 2D template matching for segmenting airways was presented in [67]. Ochs et al. [77] presented a pattern recognition technique to classify various structures in lung CT images, including airways, on the basis of training points that were hand picked by experts. Graham et al. [30] presented an airway segmentation algorithm that detects tube parts throughout the image, where the final segmentation is obtained by combining the detected tubes using a graph search technique.

Our contribution is two fold. Firstly, we introduce an airway appearance model that automatically learns the characteristic appearance of the airways and the surrounding tissues from a set of segmented example images. The core of this appearance model is a classifier that is trained to differentiate between airway and non-airway voxels using a set of local image descriptors. We show that good results can be achieved without the need for high quality and complete airway tree segmentations as training data. The idea to use voxel classification for airway segmentation is similar to [77]. However our appearance model differs in the choice of classifier and in the way the training samples are extracted, where we use random samples extracted from easily obtainable low quality airway tree segmentations instead of hand picked training points as described in [77].

Secondly, we propose to incorporate a segmented vessel tree to further improve the performance of the voxel classification based appearance model. The fact that airways are accompanied by arteries is well known, and has previously been used in both airway and vessel segmentation [13, 83, 97]. Vessels are especially useful for airway segmentation in CT because of its better visibility, as shown in [97]. In our work, we extend this idea to using the orientations between vessels and airways, similar to [13] who used it for artery-vein separation. This exploits the fact that every airway branch is accompanied by an artery, and that both structures have similar orientation, which to our knowledge has not been applied to the segmentation of airway trees. The final segmentation is obtained with a 3D region growing algorithm based on a decision function that combines both the airway appearance model and the relationship between airways and arteries.

Early versions of this work were presented in [60] and [58]. This chapter offers an extended evaluation and introduces a multi-scale approach to vessel orientation similarity. This chapter is organized
as follows: We start by explaining the training of the airway appearance model in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the various steps involved in computing the vessel orientation similarity measure. The segmentation framework that combines both the airway appearance model and the vessel orientation similarity is presented in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents the results of a set of experiments on 250 low dose CT images. Discussion of the results from our experiments, comparison with other related works, and suggestions for possible improvements are presented in Section 5.6. Finally a conclusion is presented in Section 4.7.

4.2 Classification based airway appearance model

We propose an airway appearance model that is based on voxel classification. A potential drawback of such a classification-based appearance model is that it requires segmented training data, which may be difficult to obtain. In this work, an easily obtainable manual segmentation was used for training instead, which is incomplete but leakage free. The construction of this manual segmentation as well as steps taken to compensate for its incompleteness during the training process are explained in the following. This is followed by a description of the extraction of training samples, which focus on the smaller airways. Finally the choice of the classifier and its training process are presented.

4.2.1 Incomplete manual segmentation as a basis for training

Ideally, a gold standard obtained from hand-tracing by one or multiple human experts should be used for the training of a classification-based appearance model. However, such a gold standard is in general not available for airway trees, due to the extreme amount of manual labor involved. Fortunately, incomplete but leakage free airway tree segmentation can easily be obtained interactively, which we will show is sufficient to train our appearance model.

An intensity based region growing algorithm was used to obtain the manual segmentations needed, where a seed point within the trachea as well as an intensity threshold were determined manually. The highest threshold possible without causing any leakage was selected for each of the training images individually. This typically results in an over conservative segmentation that has many missing branches. However, the ‘background’ region directly surrounding such a conservative segmentation will always contain airway voxels. To exclude likely airway voxels trained as background, a second ‘leaked segmentation’ was obtained using a threshold slightly higher than the one used for the manual segmentation, which results in more and often longer airway branches, but also with some leakage. The voxels that were marked in the leaked segmentation denote uncertain regions that may be either airway or background, and were excluded from the training process. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the manual and leaked segmentation.

Training was performed using two classes: the airway class and the non-airway class. The airway class consists of all voxels that were labeled in the manual segmentations, excluding the trachea, left and right main bronchi. The non-airway class was limited to voxels within the lung fields and close to the airways. The lung fields were extracted using the lung segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 2, with the smoothing and holes filling process. The region within the lung fields that is close to the airways were obtained by dilating the manual segmentation with a sphere of radius $R_{dilate}$. The non-airway class then consists of all voxels within this dilated region not marked by the leaked segmentation.

Only a fraction $f_s$ of the voxels belonging to the airway class was used as training samples, excluding the trachea and the left and right bronchi. This results in a total of $N_s = f_s V$ training samples, where $V$ is the total number of airway class voxels in the manual segmentation with trachea, and both left and right main bronchi excluded. The same number of training samples were also extracted from the non-airway class. In order to prevent the large number of voxels in the larger airways from dominating the appearance model, we sample evenly along the distance from the main bronchi. The distance from a voxel to the main bronchi is defined as the shortest distance measured within the segmented tree, which was obtained by applying the fast marching algorithm [63, 102] on the manual segmentation with the main bronchi as seeds.

The sampling process was performed by first grouping the voxels based on their distance from
the main bronchi in bins of width $W$, and then randomly sampling a total of $N_b = N_s W / D_{\text{max}}$ training samples from each bin, where $D_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum distance between a voxel in the manual segmentation to the main bronchi. In order to prevent a bin from being sampled too densely, only a fraction $f_b (\gg f_s)$ of all voxels belonging to the bin were used as samples for extraction. Finally, samples were extracted by starting from the bin furthest away from the main bronchi. If the required number of samples from a bin was larger than the number of samples available in the bin itself, the remaining samples were extracted from the next available bin of shorter distance.

4.2.2 Airway probability

The training samples of Section 4.2.1 were used to train a classifier to differentiate between voxels belonging to the airway and non-airway class. Any classifier that outputs a posterior probability or other soft classification can be used here, but in this work we choose the $k$ nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier [16, 20]. An initial feature set of local image descriptors was computed from the training samples, which consisted of spatial derivatives up to and including the second order, eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix ($\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$, where $|\lambda_1| \geq |\lambda_2| \geq |\lambda_3|$), determinant and trace of the Hessian matrix, Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix, and combinations of Hessian eigenvalues that measure tube, plate and blobness ($|\lambda_2/\lambda_1|$, $|\lambda_3/\lambda_1|$, $(|\lambda_1| - |\lambda_2|)/(|\lambda_1| + |\lambda_2|)$, $|\lambda_3|/\sqrt{|\lambda_1\lambda_2|}$). The partial derivatives of the image were computed at multiple scales by convolving the image with the partial derivatives of the Gaussian kernel [116], and the features were standardized to zero mean and unit variance.

Sequential floating forward feature selection [86] was used to find an optimal set of image descriptors that maximizes the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the classifier. To this end, the training samples were randomly partitioned into two parts to compute the ROC curve: one third for training of the classifier and two thirds for validation. We constructed the final KNN classifier using the optimal combination of features and all training samples.

With the constructed KNN classifier, for each voxel we can now estimate the posterior probability of it belonging to the airway class, given a set of optimal features $\vec{x}$, using:

$$p(A|\vec{x}) = \frac{K_A(\vec{x})}{K}$$

where $A$ is the airway class, $K_A(\vec{x})$ is the number of neighbors around $\vec{x}$ belonging to the airway class, obtained among the $K$ nearest neighbors.
4.3 Obtaining vessel orientation similarity

The vessels were first segmented from the lung fields using a multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis approach. The scale for calculating the Hessian matrix was selected for each voxel independently using the scale normalized Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix:

$$\omega(\sigma_i) = \sigma_i^2 \sqrt{\lambda_1(\sigma_i)^2 + \lambda_2(\sigma_i)^2 + \lambda_3(\sigma_i)^2}$$

where the local vessel scale, $\sigma_v$, was then obtained by selecting the smallest scale that corresponds to a local maximum of $\omega$ across scales. Using the Hessian eigenvalues at scale $\sigma_v$, the following criteria were used to evaluate whether a voxel was part of a vessel or not:

- $\lambda_1, \lambda_2 < 0$ (Brightness)
- $\omega \geq T_\omega$ (Contrast)
- $([\lambda_1] - |\lambda_2|)/(|\lambda_1| + |\lambda_2|) < T_1$ (Tubeness 1)
- $([\lambda_1] - |\lambda_3|)/(|\lambda_1| + |\lambda_3|) > T_2$ (Tubeness 2)

where a voxel was labeled as vessel when all four criteria were satisfied. The brightness criterion ensures that only voxels that were brighter than their surroundings were selected, the contrast criterion reduces the effect of noise by ensuring a certain minimum contrast between the voxel and its surroundings, and finally the two tubeness criteria require vessels to locally resemble bright, solid cylinders. Within a solid bright tubular structure, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ correspond to the principal curvatures along the directions perpendicular to the tube axis, and $\lambda_3$ corresponds to the tube axis. Hence, the eigenvalues within a tubular structure have a relationship of $|\lambda_1| \approx |\lambda_2| \gg |\lambda_3|$, resulting in a value near zero for the tubeness 1 criterion and a value near one for the tubeness 2 criterion.

Segmentation using the vessel criteria often results in additional small, isolated regions due to noise. A connected component analysis using a 6-connected neighborhood scheme was employed in order to remove these small isolated regions, where components with volumes less than $V_{\text{min}}$ voxels were discarded. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the vessel segmentation. Finally, the vessel centerlines were obtained using the 3D thinning algorithm presented in [114].
The vessel orientation at the centerline voxels was obtained as the eigenvector corresponding to $\lambda_3$ computed at the vessel scale $\sigma_v$. This measure is less sensitive to noise and inaccuracies in the vessel segmentation than the orientation obtained directly from the centerline itself. The orientations of the airways were also extracted the same way as the orientations of the vessels, but in contrast to vessels, we calculated the multi-scale Hessian matrix on the airway probability (5.1), where airways appear as solid, bright tube structures.

Given $\theta$ as the angle between the local tube orientation at an airway candidate voxel and the orientation measured at the centerline of a vessel nearest to it, we use $s = |\cos(\theta)|$ as vessel orientation similarity measure. When the two orientations are similar, then $s \simeq 1$, and when the orientations are perpendicular, then $s \simeq 0$.

### 4.4 Segmentation framework

We obtain the airway tree segmentation using a 3D region growing algorithm, with a connectivity of 6-connected neighbors and a decision function that combines both the airway appearance model of Section 4.2 and the vessel orientation similarity of Section 4.3. The trachea, left and right main bronchi were automatically segmented and used as seeds for the region growing algorithm. Figure 4.3 shows a block diagram of the proposed segmentation framework.

#### 4.4.1 Preprocessing

A set of seed points within the trachea was first obtained automatically by searching for a dark elliptical object in the top few slices of a volumetric CT image. This set of seed points was then used to extract the trachea and the main bronchi using a fast marching based algorithm that detects bifurcations. This algorithm is based on the work by [90], where we use only the bifurcation detection of the original algorithm for preprocessing (refer to Section 4.8 for details). The algorithm was made to process voxels with intensity value below -900 HU, which was chosen slightly higher than the intensity of air in order to cope with noise and possible artifacts within the trachea. To only extract up to the left and right main bronchi, the algorithm was made to stop after extraction of all first generation branches.

#### 4.4.2 Airway segmentations

The trachea and the left and right main bronchi obtained in Section 5.4.1 were used as seed points in a region growing process to extract the remainder of the airway tree, using the airway probability and vessel orientation similarity measures. Here, the vessel orientation similarity was used as a means to lower the threshold on airway probability in regions with low airway probability according to the appearance model, but with local tube orientation that is similar to the orientation of nearby vessels. Three thresholds were introduced for this purpose: upper probability threshold $T_u$, lower probability...
threshold $T_t$, and vessel orientation similarity threshold $T_s$. All voxels with an airway probability larger than or equal to $T_u$ were accepted automatically. For voxels with airway probability between $T_u$ and $T_t$, the decision was made based on the vessel orientation similarity and $T_s$. The decision function for the acceptance of a candidate voxel is defined as

$$D(p(A|\vec{x}), s) = \begin{cases} 
1, & p(A|\vec{x}) \geq T_u \\
1, & T_u > p(A|\vec{x}) \geq T_t \text{ and } s \geq T_s \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases} \quad (4.2)$$

where $p(A|\vec{x})$ is the airway probability computed from (5.1), and $s$ is the vessel orientation similarity of the candidate voxel. The voxel is labeled as an airway when $D(p(A|\vec{x}), s) = 1$.

### 4.5 Experiments and results

Experiments were conducted on 250 low-dose CT images (120 kV, 40 mAs) from 250 different subjects enrolled in the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [80], where participants were current or former smokers at an age between 50-70 years. All images had a slice thickness of 1 mm and in-plane voxel size ranging from 0.72 to 0.78 mm. Three different datasets were used:

**Dataset 1:** Images from 32 randomly selected subjects. For these images, the leakage free manual segmentations and the leaked segmentations, as described Section 4.2.1, were made for training purpose;

**Dataset 2:** Images from 18 subjects with moderate to severe emphysema (an average of 24.25% of the lung volume has intensity below -950 HU). For these images, obvious leakage already occurred using intensity based region growing at the minimum threshold of -1000 HU;

**Dataset 3:** Images from 200 randomly selected subjects.

The performance of appearance model based region growing was evaluated with and without vessel orientation similarity and was compared to that of region growing based on intensity alone for all 3 datasets.

The objective of the experiment on dataset 1 is to study the feasibility of the proposed voxel classification approach, which is trained using a manual segmentation that was incomplete but leakage free. Dataset 2 investigates the ability of the proposed method to avoid leakages that are unavoidable using intensity alone. The experiment conducted on the dataset 3 shows the general performance of the proposed method on a large set of images.

#### 4.5.1 Parameter settings

KNN classification was performed using the ANN library for approximate nearest neighbor searching [2]. A neighborhood of $K = 21$ was used, and the approximation error $\epsilon$ was set to zero to turn off the approximation part of the algorithm. For the extraction of training samples, as described in Section 4.2.1, a dilation radius $R_{dilate} = 5$ mm was used in order to include both the airway walls and some surrounding lung tissues of the small airways. The fraction of voxels sampled was set to $f_s = 0.05$, the bin width for the sample extraction process was set to $W = 3$, and the fraction of voxels used as samples for extraction in each bin was $f_b = 0.5$. A total of 7 scales, distributed exponentially between 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm were used to compute the features. The same scales were also used to segment the vessels in Section 4.3. A contrast threshold $T_\omega = 100$, and tubeness measure thresholds $T_1 = T_2 = 0.5$ gave acceptable vessel segmentation results for our application. $V_{min} = 20$ voxels was used to filter off the small isolated regions in the segmented vessel tree.

Suitable settings for the probability thresholds $T_u$ and $T_t$, and the vessel orientation similarity threshold $T_s$ were selected automatically using the leakage detection algorithm as described in Section 4.8. This algorithm, derived from [90] and [106], is used to compute the tree length (TL) and percentage of leakage voxels (LVP). We define TL as the total length of all correct branches excluding the trachea. LVP is defined as the percentage of leakage voxels among all labeled voxels, with the
Table 4.1: Average results from two-fold cross validation experiment with dataset 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TPR (%)</th>
<th>FDR (%)</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>TL (mm)</th>
<th>LVP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>90.41</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>101.12</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability</td>
<td>98.40</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>150.44</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability + Vessel orientation similarity</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>24.94</td>
<td>161.44</td>
<td>2084</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

trachea and the left and right main bronchi excluded. The probability thresholds $T_u$ and $T_l$ were varied over 21 different values (with 0 excluded), which was equivalent to the number of neighbors $K$ used for the KNN classifier. The vessel orientation similarity threshold $T_s$ was varied over 21 different values ranging from 0 to 1. A total of 4011 different combinations of thresholds were tested. The threshold combination selected was the one where further increase in the LVP will not give any significant increase in the TL, with a maximum allowed LVP of 5%. Only images from the training set were involved in selecting the threshold settings. The airway probability for each image was obtained from a KNN classifier constructed in a leave-one-out manner.

4.5.2 Comparison to manual segmentation

A two-fold cross validation experiment was conducted on the 32 images of dataset 1, where the subjects were randomly separated into two groups of 16 images each. The first group was used as training set for selecting the features, constructing the KNN classifier and determining the thresholds that were to be applied to the second group and vice-versa. Because of the lack of a ground truth, true positive and false positive rate based analysis is insufficient to evaluate the results of the experiments. We therefore also detect leakage using the modified Schlathölter algorithm, as described in Section 4.8, for evaluation purpose. We report the TL and LVP as described in Section 4.5.1, as well as the branch count (BC), which is the number of correct branches excluding the trachea. As the modified Schlathölter algorithm is prone to being too sensitive and ended up rejecting true airway branches, detected leakage that overlapped with the manual segmentation was added back into the segmentation to reduce the number of true airway branches rejected.

We compare three different segmentation approaches: region growing on intensity, region growing on airway probability, and the proposed approach of using both airway probability and vessel orientation similarity. The threshold for region growing using intensity was determined based on the training set using the optimal threshold selection procedure described in Section 4.5.1, from a range of intensities between $-1000$ HU and $-900$ HU. The threshold for using airway probability alone was obtained by selecting the best performing threshold settings when $T_u = T_l$ and $T_s = 0$.

Table 4.1 shows the average results from the cross validation experiments, given as true positive rate (TPR = TP/(TP+FN)), false discovery rate (FDR = FP/(FP+TP)), BC, TL, and LVP, where TP, FP and FN are true positives, false positives and false negatives respectively. The airway probability based methods have significantly higher TPR than the intensity based region growing. The combination of airway probability and vessel orientation similarity results in significantly longer TL ($p < 0.01$) than using only airway probability, with no significant increase in LVP ($p = 0.33$). The average LVP is the highest for the experiment with intensity based region growing, which is in part caused by 2 cases of severe leakage with LVP > 97%. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 shows the surface renderings and slice view of 3 cases of segmented airways using the different methods, with two common cases and one case where intensity regions growing results in severe leakage.

4.5.3 Effects of parameter settings

To investigate the impact of the parameters related to the airway appearance model, the cross validation experiment in Section 4.5.2 was repeated with varying parameter settings. Three main parameters were considered, which were the number of nearest neighbors $K$, dilation radius $R_{dilate}$ and sampling
Figure 4.4: Surface renderings of results of 3 different subjects from the two-fold cross validation experiment, along with the TL from the different results. From left to right: surface renderings of segmentation results using intensity, using airway probability, using both airway probability and vessel orientation similarity. Pre-segmented trachea, left and right main bronchi are shown in white, TP, FP and FN are shown in green, blue and yellow respectively.
Figure 4.5: Axial view images of 3 different subjects from the two-fold cross validation experiment. From left to right: segmentation results using intensity, using airway probability, and using both airway probability and vessel orientation similarity.
Table 4.2: Results from a series of experiments conducted using different parameter settings for the construction of the appearance model. Changed parameters are indicated in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$R_{dilate}$</th>
<th>$W$</th>
<th>TPR (%)</th>
<th>FDR (%)</th>
<th>TL (mm)</th>
<th>LVP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.40</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.78</td>
<td>20.52</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.48</td>
<td>24.17</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>18.89</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>98.63</td>
<td>19.13</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Average results from 18 cases in dataset 2, with severe leakage for intensity based region growing at -1000 HU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>TL (mm)</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>LVP (min - max) (%)</th>
<th>LVP &gt; 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>151.33</td>
<td>76.76 (5.22 - 98.94)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability</td>
<td>2377</td>
<td>174.28</td>
<td>12.77 (0.35 - 89.65)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability + Vessel orientation similarity</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>193.17</td>
<td>28.79 (0.47 - 97.20)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bin width $W$. These parameters were varied from their original values in Section 4.5.1 one at a time. To simplify comparison and isolate the effects of the appearance model, the thresholds were chosen equal to those used in Section 4.5.2 for the region growing based on the appearance model and without vessel orientation similarity, thus with $T_a = T_i$ and $T_s = 0$. Table 4.2 shows the average results of the different parameter settings.

### 4.5.4 Leakage avoidance and performance on large dataset

The 32 images of dataset 1 were used to train the classifier and to select the thresholds for processing datasets 2 and 3. As there were no manual segmentations available for the test data, we report the BC, TL and LVP as computed directly using the modified Schlathölder algorithm. Unfortunately, this also means that there will be more overestimation in the LVP as compared to the Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, due to the lack of manual segmentation.

Table 4.3 shows the average results for dataset 2, which contains images from 18 subject with different degree of emphysema, where leakage occurs at -1000 HU. The minimum and maximum LVP, and the number of cases with LVP exceeding 10% are also presented to give a better indication of the amount of leakage occurring in the different methods. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the results obtained by the different methods.

All three methods were applied to the 200 screening images in dataset 3, with the average TL, BC and LVP shown in Table 4.4. We also visually inspected the surface renderings of all results from the proposed method that combines both airway appearance model and vessel orientation similarity. Obvious leakage were observed in only eight cases, all of which were correctly identified by the leakage detection algorithm. We also observed some obvious falsely detected leakages in five cases, where a whole subtree of true airway branches was classified as leakage by the modified Schlathölder algorithm. Figure 4.7 shows results of 4 different subjects from this dataset from the proposed method.

### 4.6 Discussion

We investigate whether:
Table 4.4: Average results from 200 cases in dataset 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TL (mm)</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>LVP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>13.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>146.39</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway probability +</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>154.11</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel orientation similarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: Surface renderings of results from a subject with emphysema. From left to right: surface renderings of segmentation results using intensity, using airway probability, and using both airway probability and vessel orientation similarity. Leakages are marked in yellow.

1. Local image descriptors can improve upon intensity based airway segmentation;
2. A trained appearance model is feasible;
3. Inclusion of co-orientation between vessels and airways can improve results.

A simple 3D region growing framework is used with no further geometrical constraints. Airway probability estimates based on local image descriptors as well as vessel orientation similarity are incorporated in this framework and the performance gain compared to intensity region growing is measured.

Table 4.1 shows that the methods that use the classifier based appearance model perform better in terms of true positive rate and tree length than intensity based region growing. The voxel classification based methods resulted in higher false discovery rate compared to intensity based method, but it must be noted that a slightly higher false discovery rate may actually be desirable in our case, as new branches found that are not in the manual segmentation are labeled as false positives as well. Upon visual inspection, the majority of ‘false positives’ from the appearance based methods in our

Figure 4.7: Surface renderings of results from 4 different subjects from the large dataset obtained using appearance model and vessel orientation similarity measure. The yellow regions are regions classified as leakages by the modified Schlathölter algorithm.
experiments turned out to be valid airways that were missing in the manual segmentation. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.5. This is further verified by the modified Schlathölter algorithm, where we observe a large difference between false discovery rate and percentage of leakage voxels in Table 4.1, with over 20% in false discovery rate compared to less than 5% in percentage of leakage voxels. This suggests that the majority of the false positives in the voxel classification based methods are actually real airways. For the intensity based region growing method, the false discovery rate (7.43%) is only slightly higher than percentage of leakage voxels (6.20%).

Results from our experiments on the three dataset in Table 4.1, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 all showed a similar trend, with the proposed method having the highest tree length and branch count, followed by region growing with airway probability, and with region growing with intensity having the lowest tree length and branch count. The appearance model based region growing methods are also less prone to leakage, and is capable of avoiding leakages that are unavoidable by region growing with intensity. This is shown in Table 4.3, where the appearance model based methods clearly have less percentage of leakage voxels and also less cases with severe leakage (LVP > 10%), as compared to region growing with intensity.

4.6.1 Sensitivity to parameter settings

As mentioned earlier in Section 4.5.3, the threshold for the airway probability used for each fold of the experiment were fixed to those used in Section 4.5.2 to simplify comparison and isolate the effects of the appearance model. Therefore, the threshold settings used may not be optimal for the parameter settings used in Table 4.2. Nonetheless, the overall true positive rate and tree length as observed in Table 4.2 are still quite high, with a minimum of 97.78% and 1851 mm respectively. Although the percentage of leakage voxels varies quite a bit, with a maximum of 7.35%. It should be noted that all, except for a single case, have percentage of leakage voxels of less than 5%, which to our experience is well within acceptable range. The high tree length and low percentage of leakage voxel over most of the tested parameter settings suggests that the appearance model performs quite well for a wide range of parameters.

Varying the number of nearest neighbors $K$ in the appearance model has very little effect on the performance, resulting in a slight decrease in tree length of no more than 30 mm, and with percentage of leakage voxels remaining well below 3%. Performance degrades when the dilation radius $R_{dilate}$ for extracting non-airway samples becomes too small. Since the over conservative, region growing based segmentation used for training underestimates the lumen, a small value of $R_{dilate}$ results in a large number of actual airway lumen samples being labeled as 'non-airway' in the training. On the other hand, if the $R_{dilate}$ becomes too large, then non-airway samples will be taken from voxels far away from the airway walls, which are less relevant for discriminating between airway lumen and background. A suitable value of $R_{dilate}$ ensures that samples are taken from the airway walls as well as the nearby background. A sharp increase in percentage of leakage voxels is observed when taking a large bin width $W$ in extracting samples along the tree. The reason is that samples from the large airway branches start to dominate the appearance model, causing the appearance model to be less sensitive to the smaller scale features that are required to avoid leakages in the smaller airway branches.

The modified Schlathölter algorithm described in Section 4.8 contains a large number of parameters and rules, which to our experience are not robust and depended heavily on the quality of the images and conditions of the subjects, e.g. ultra-low dose or scans of patients showing airway pathology. For this particular reason, we only use the modified Schlathölter algorithm for selecting suitable values for $T_u$, $T_l$ and $T_s$, which in practice can also be done manually. It should be noted that the proposed method only uses simple region growing for generating the segmentation results. We also use the modified Schlathölter algorithm to estimate the amount of leakage in segmentation results for evaluation purpose, due to the lack of ground truth.

4.6.2 Effects of vessel orientation similarity measure

The airway probability image from the appearance model provides a good indication of the location of the airways in the image, but it is noisy, with many single voxels or small areas within the airways having relatively low airway probability. In a region growing process this can lead to entire subtrees
being discarded due to one broken connection caused by a small cluster of low probability voxels. This happens especially in the thin, peripheral airway branches, where one or two low probability voxels are sufficient to block the entire descending subtree. A simple post processing of the airway probability image is not sufficient to remove these problems; we have experimented with coherence enhancing anisotropic diffusion [115] to remove the low probability areas, but did not observe a significant improvement. Incorporating vessel orientation similarity as an additional criterion in the region growing helps to overcome these areas, which is supported by the improvements shown in Table 4.1.

A single scale version of the proposed method was reported in our previous paper [58]. In comparison, the current, multi-scale approach enables reliable computation of the orientation of airways and vessels of various sizes rather than targeting only the small airways and vessels, which results in an overall improvement in the amount of branches segmented.

A potential weakness of the proposed vessel orientation similarity measure is that it is not well defined near airway or vessel bifurcations. We therefore rely more on the airway probability and accept all voxels where the airway probability is high, and only use the weaker vessel orientation similarity as a second opinion when the airway probability is low. This is implemented using the upper probability threshold $T_u$, which makes the decision independent of the vessel orientation similarity when the airway probability is high.

4.6.3 Comparison to results in literature

It is difficult to compare our results to the results obtained by other authors as most airway tree segmentation methods were evaluated by visual inspection only. One of the exceptions is the work by [100], where the number of extracted branches were counted. However, the segmentation results were restricted to the sixth generation and only the number of ‘named branches’ extracted were counted, which makes a direct comparison with our results impossible. Another exception is the recent work by [106], in which the average tree length, the number of branches extracted, and the branch length at different generations were reported for several different datasets including a set of 50 low dose images from the NELSON study [108]. Our results on the large dataset in Section 4.5.4 are similar to the results reported in [106], who reported a tree length of 2184 mm and an average branch count of 166, as compared to 2127 mm and 155 from our proposed method. A slightly smaller tree length would be expected in our case since our population contains more women (52% compared to 17% for the NELSON study), who typically have smaller lungs and shorter airway branches than men. The scans from DLCST are also of lower resolution as compared to the NELSON study, where the slice thickness is 1 mm for the DLCST study and 0.7 mm for the NELSON study. The method presented in this chapter, using a smart airway appearance model with a single, global threshold setting with a simple 3D region growing algorithm, is complementary to the method in [106]. Combining the two approaches may result in even better results.

4.6.4 Possible improvements

One might expect that a trained appearance model, such as is used here, cannot perform much better than the segmentations that were used to train it, which in our case were obtained using a simple intensity based region growing. However, the airway generation and the number of subtrees that can be extracted in such a simple region growing method differ from image to image and from lobe to lobe. Therefore, even though the airway tree segmentations used for training are incomplete individually, it is still possible to obtain sufficient examples of voxels that cover an entire airway tree by using a collection of these incomplete airway trees.

Since decisions are made for each voxel independently, small holes do occur in the segmentation, especially in the larger airways. These holes could, for instance, be removed by applying a morphological closing operator on the segmentation results. Alternatively, more accurate segmentations of the inner and outer airway walls could be sought around the centerlines extracted in this paper using, for instance, graph cut segmentation, as was presented in [81]. In the current paper, we aimed to extract the airway trees as complete as possible and were less concerned with the accuracy of the extracted airway lumen. We therefore did not perform such post processing in this work.
Despite the good results, the current setup still misses many small peripheral airways branches. The reason for this is that examples of such small airways are not available in the training segmentations obtained by the interactive intensity based region growing algorithm. A way to approach this problem would be to create a better training set, for instance using manual or interactive segmentation, such as in [101], or by first segmenting high quality, high resolution, clinical dose data, using the intensity region growing method described in Section 4.2.1, and then train the classifier on lower quality simulated low dose images.

Due to the threshold relaxation introduced by the vessel orientation similarity, the proposed method is more prone to leakage as compared to using airway probability alone, with slightly more number of cases with severe leakage (LVP > 10%) and percentage of leakage voxels, as shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. This is mainly caused by emphysematous areas around the hilum that locally resemble airway lumen. Leakage into these areas can cause leakage to the lung surface, which usually has high response in the airway appearance model. Figure 4.4c (right-most image) shows an example of such case. A way to reduce the severity of this effect would be to prevent the border of the lungs from being evaluated, for instance by restricting the evaluation on regions marked by an eroded lung segmentation.

Our current implementation assumes that the detected vessel nearest to an airway candidate voxel is the accompanying artery. It may be useful to discard airway candidates that are too far away from the detected vessels, in order to further improve segmentation results, similar to [97]. In addition, an artery-vein separation algorithm [13] could be applied to process only those points that are at a certain distance from the extracted arteries. However, the majority of the false positives we observed in our experiments are caused by high responses from the appearance model at the hilum as mentioned above. Therefore the extent of improvements introduced by adding this extra step may be minimal.

Another approach to improve results would be to use a more flexible decision function, e.g. a second stage classifier that takes into account the airway probability, vessel orientation similarity, distance from nearest vessel and etc. One drawback of a second stage classifier is the increase in computation time. However, a more serious problem would be the continuous usage of the incomplete manual segmentations for training, which may result in a classifier that produces over conservative segmentations. It should be noted that our proposed method performs very well, despite using a relatively simple threshold based approach, as very few branches in the training data are missed, especially when taking into account the number of extra branches found.

Despite of the good results, it is a fact that the proposed method requires a relatively long computation time. On average, the total time needed to segment the airway tree from a single CT scan using the proposed method was 55 minutes on a single CPU of an Intel Xeon X5355 processor (2.66 GHz). The majority of the time is spent on voxel classification to generate the airway probability image (ca. 25 minutes), and on computing the seven Gaussian blurred images for the original image and the airway probability image (ca. 20 minutes). The final segmentation process however is relatively fast, with a total execution time of around 10 minutes. However, it should be noted that not only most of the processes are independent from each other, the operations within are also highly independent. This makes the proposed approach highly parallelizable, and therefore a large performance gain can be expected from the usage of parallel processing technologies such as multi-core processors and graphics processing unit.

4.7 Conclusion

An airway tree segmentation method that is based on a trained airway appearance model is presented. It is shown that good results can be obtained even with imperfect training data, with segmentation results that are better than the training data itself. We combine the airway appearance model with a measure of orientation similarity between airways and vessels, which results in an additional significant improvement in segmentation performance with an increase in detected airway tree length and little or no increase in leakage.
4.8 Appendix: Automated detection of leaks and extraction of branch length

The algorithm for leakage detection and branch length extraction is based on the algorithms presented in [90] and [106]. Their observation was that a wave front propagating through a tree structure remains connected until it encounters a bifurcation, and any side branches can thus be detected as new disconnected components in the propagating front. We use the fast marching algorithm [63,102] to propagate the wave front, similar to what was proposed in [90], with the front monitored through the set of “trial” points. For our purpose of evaluating a segmentation, we use a speed function that gives a value of 1 within the segmented structure and a value of 0 outside. This limits the propagation to only the segmented region.

Besides being able to detect bifurcations, the algorithm is also able to extract centerlines of individual branches and detect leakages. The centerline of a branch is constructed from the centroids of the propagation front at each time stamp. This also makes it possible to obtain the length of each individual branch by measuring the length of its centerline. Leakages were detected through a series of rules based on the geometric properties of the front, as described in [90] and [106]. Similar to [106], we divided the leakage detection rules into two levels: a segment level and a tree level.

The segment level rules were applied when a branch was still being segmented by the fast marching algorithm, and the radius and connectivity of the propagation front were being monitored. At this level, three criteria were used for leakage detection:

\[
D_{\text{seg}}(S) = \begin{cases} 
1, & r_c/r_{\text{prev}} > 3 \\
1, & r_c/\text{min}(R_{\text{max}}) > 1.5 \\
1, & n_f > 5 \\
0, & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.3)

where \(r_c\) is the radius of the current front, \(r_{\text{prev}}\) is the average radius of the previous 5 fronts, \(R_{\text{max}}\) is a set containing the maximum radius obtained at each of the ancestor branch segments and \(n_f\) is the number of disconnected fronts detected. The current segment, \(S\), was discarded if \(D_{\text{seg}}(S) = 1\). Furthermore, a sub segment was automatically accepted once its length exceeds 5 mm in order to prevent rejection of long segments due to small faults at the end.

The tree level rules were applied after all branch segments have been extracted. The criteria were defined as:

\[
D_{\text{tree}}(S) = \begin{cases} 
1, & n_b > 3 \\
1, & \theta_{\text{parent}} > 100^\circ \\
0, & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.4)

where \(n_b\) is the number of children and \(\theta_{\text{parent}}\) is the angle between a segment and its parent. Segment \(S\) along with its children were removed when \(D_{\text{tree}}(S) = 1\). All connected non-bifurcating segments, due to their children being rejected at some point in the process, were then merged into a single segment. Finally, all end segments with lengths less than 1 mm were considered as noise and were subsequently removed.

It should be noted that the values of the various parameters values were similar to those suggested in [90] and [106], and were selected on the basis of pilot experiments on a number of images in dataset 1.
Chapter 5

Classification Based Airway Segmentation on Diverse CT Scans

This chapter is based on the manuscript “Multiscale Vessel-guided Airway Tree Segmentation”, by P. Lo, J. Sporring and M. de Bruijne, in Proceeding of Second International Workshop on Pulmonary Image Analysis, pp. 323-332, 2009.

Abstract This chapter presents a method for airway tree segmentation that uses a combination of a trained airway appearance model, vessel and airway orientation information, and region growing. The method uses a voxel classification based appearance model, which involves the use of a classifier that is trained to differentiate between airway and non-airway voxels. Vessel and airway orientation information are used in the form of a vessel orientation similarity measure, which indicates how similar the orientation of the an airway candidate is to the orientation of the neighboring vessel. The method is evaluated within EXACT’09 on a diverse set of CT scans. Results show a favorable combination of a relatively large portion of the tree detected correctly with very few false positives.

5.1 Introduction

Most existing airway segmentation methods are based on region growing, with the assumption that the airway lumen has low intensity and is surrounded by higher intensity airway walls. The main problem with such an intensity based region growing algorithm is that the contrast between the airways and their surroundings is sometimes very low, due to noise or pathologies such as emphysema. Such low contrast regions often cause the region growing algorithm to leak into the surrounding lung tissue. Currently there are two approaches to address this problem: explosion control and the use of more advance image descriptors than intensity alone.

The idea of explosion control is to stop the segmentation in the low contrast regions where otherwise leakage would occur, while the segmentation continues in other regions. Strategies for explosion control generally involve heuristic rules based on geometrical properties of the regions labeled. Some examples of these geometrical properties are: volume of the regions segmented [44], radius of propagation front [90,106], cross section area [47] and topology of thinned structure [100].

The second approach makes use of local image information to better differentiate between airways and their surroundings, for instance using pattern recognition techniques [58, 60, 77] or local tube fitting [30]. The method presented here belongs to this second approach.

This chapter presents an extension of Chapter 4, where the proposed method is applied and evaluated within the EXACT’09 [59] airway extraction challenge on a database of 20 scans taken at different sites under a variety of different conditions. The results were manually evaluated by trained observers and compared to results submitted by other participants.
Chapter 5

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 gives a brief description on the construction of the airway appearance model using the training set. Section 5.3 presents a short description of the various steps involved in computing the vessel orientation similarity measure. The segmentation framework that combines both the airway appearance model and the vessel orientation similarity is presented in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents the results of the 20 cases in the EXACT’09 testing set. Finally, a discussion of the results and comparison with results submitted by other teams are presented in Section 5.6.

5.2 Airway appearance model

The steps for constructing the appearance model is the same as described in Section 4.2. The manual and leaked segmentation are obtained for all the training cases, using an interactive intensity based region growing algorithm. An example of a manual and a leaked segmentation are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and (b).

Before the extraction of training samples, we extract the lung fields with the smoothing and holes filling process, as described in Chapter 2. Training samples from two classes are then extracted using both segmentations from the training data: the airway class and the non-airway class. The airway class consists of all voxels that are labeled in the manual segmentation, excluding the trachea and main bronchi. Areas belonging to the non-airway class are those that are within the lung fields that are close to the airways, defined by dilating the manual airway segmentation with a sphere of radius $R_{dilate}$, and are not marked by the leaked segmentation.

Only a small percentage $S_{sample}$ of the voxels belonging to the airway class are used for training, and the same number of training samples is also extracted from the non-airway class. Sampling of airway class is made such that samples are extracted evenly along the airways, where voxels are first grouped into bins based on their distance from the main bronchi, with the width of each bin fixed to $W$. In addition, each bin is made such that they only contains 50% (selected randomly) of all the voxels belong to it. A total of $N = S_{sample}VW/D_{\text{max}}$ training samples are then sampled randomly from each bin, where $V$ is the total number of airway class voxels in the manual segmentation and $D_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum distance between a voxel in the manual segmentation to the main bronchi. If the required number of samples from a bin is larger than the number of voxels available in the bin, the remaining samples are extracted from the next available bin of shorter distance.

Gaussian derivatives and Hessian eigen analysis based local image descriptors are computed for each of the samples, which are then used as input features to a $k$ nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier [20]. In order to identify an optimal set of features that gives the best performance for the KNN classifier, sequential forward feature selection [86] is used, where we sought to maximize the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the classifier. Given a voxel with a set of optimal features $\vec{x}$, the posterior probability of this voxel belonging to the airway class can then be estimated using the following:

$$p(A|\vec{x}) = \frac{K_A(\vec{x})}{K}$$

(5.1)

where $A$ is the airway class, $K_A(\vec{x})$ is the number of neighbors around $\vec{x}$ that belong to the airway class, obtained among the $K$ nearest neighbors.

5.3 Vessel orientation similarity

The same steps for obtaining the vessel orientation similarity described in Section 4.3 is used here. The vessels are segmented from the lung fields, using a multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis approach, which uses the scale normalized [57] Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix as selection criterion:

$$\omega(\sigma_t) = \sigma_t^2 \sqrt{\lambda_1(\sigma_t)^2 + \lambda_2(\sigma_t)^2 + \lambda_3(\sigma_t)^2}$$

The local vessel scale, $\sigma_v$, is then obtained by selecting the smallest scale that corresponds to a local maximum of $\omega(\sigma_t)$ across scales. Using the Hessian eigenvalues at scale $\sigma_v$, the following criteria are used to evaluate whether a voxel belongs to a vessel or not:
Brightness: \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 < 0 \)
Contrast: \( \omega \geq T_\omega \)
Tubeness 1: \( (|\lambda_1| - |\lambda_2|)/(|\lambda_1| + |\lambda_2|) < T_1 \)
Tubeness 2: \( (|\lambda_1| - |\lambda_3|)/(|\lambda_1| + |\lambda_3|) > T_2 \)

A voxel is labeled as vessel when it fulfills all four criteria. After obtaining the vessels, a connected component analysis using a 6-connected neighborhood scheme is employed to remove regions that are smaller than \( V_{\text{min}} \) voxels. Finally, the vessel centerlines are obtained using the 3D thinning algorithm presented in [114].

The vessel orientation at the centerline voxels is obtained as the eigenvector corresponding to \( \lambda_3 \) computed at the vessel scale \( \sigma_v \). The orientation of an airway is extracted the same way as the orientation of a vessel, through multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis, except that the Hessian matrix is constructed using the airway probability image generated using (5.1). Given \( \theta \) as the angle between the local tube orientation at an airway candidate voxel and the orientation measured at the centerline of a vessel nearest to it, the vessel orientation similarity is defined as \( s = |\cos(\theta)| \). When the two orientations are similar then \( s \approx 1 \), and when the orientations are perpendicular then \( s \approx 0 \).

5.4 Segmentation framework

The airway tree segmentation is obtained using a 3D region growing algorithm, with a decision function that combines both the airway appearance model of Section 4.2 and the vessel orientation similarity of Section 4.3. An initial airway segmentation described in Section 5.4.1 is used as seeds for the region growing algorithm. Figure 5.1(f) shows a block diagram of the proposed segmentation framework.

5.4.1 Initialization

The segmentation process is initialized with a coarse segmentation of the first four airway generations obtained using intensity based region growing. First, starting from the trachea and main bronchi as obtained in Section 4.2.1, all connecting voxels with intensity lower than a threshold \( T_{\text{airway}} \) are added. This is followed by a closing operation with a sphere mask of 3 voxels in radius. Finally, an algorithm [90] that is capable of tracking generations via bifurcation detection is applied to the smoothed segmentation, and only branches up to the fourth generation are retained. The threshold \( T_{\text{airway}} \) is dynamically determined by searching from -1000HU, with an increment of 5 HU, until the resulting initial segmentation, excluding trachea and main bronchi, is larger than 1000 voxels.

5.4.2 Airway segmentation

The initial segmentation obtained previously is used as seed points in a region growing process to extract the remainder of the airway tree, using the airway probability and vessel orientation similarity measures. The vessel similarity is used as a means to relax the requirements on airway probability in regions with a local tube orientation that is similar to the orientation of nearby vessels. We achieve this by using the following decision function to decide on whether to accept an airway candidate voxel \( \bar{x} \) or not

\[
D(p(A|\bar{x}), s) = \begin{cases} 
1, & p(A|\bar{x}) \geq T_u \\
1, & T_u > p(A|\bar{x}) \geq T_l \text{ and } s \geq T_s \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( p(A|\bar{x}) \) is the airway probability computed from (5.1), \( s \) is the vessel orientation similarity of the candidate voxel, \( T_u, T_l \) and \( T_s \) are the upper probability threshold, lower probability threshold, and vessel similarity threshold respectively. The voxel \( \bar{x} \) is labeled as an airway when \( D(p(A|\bar{x}), s) = 1 \).

5.4.3 Parameter settings

KNN classification was performed using the ANN library for approximate nearest neighbor searching [2]. A \( K = 21 \) was used, and the approximation error \( \epsilon_p \) was set to zero to turn off the approximation part of the algorithm. For the extraction of training samples, as described in Section 4.2.1,
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Figure 5.1: Surface renderings of (a) a manual (left) and leaked (right) segmentation used for training, (b) initial segmentation, test results with (c) largest (CASE40) and (d) smallest (CASE37) percentage of tree detected. (e) Surface renderings of segmentation from CASE40 obtained using screening study scans from [58] as training. (f) Block diagram of the segmentation framework. (g) A scatter plot of average tree length detected versus average false positive rate of all participating teams in EXACT’09, with the proposed method at the intersection of the dashed lines.

the dilation radius $R_{dilate}$ was set to 5 mm, sampling percentage $S_{sample}$ was set to 0.05, and the bin width $W$ was set to 3 voxels. A total of 7 scales, distributed exponentially between 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm, were used to compute the features, as well as for the multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis in Section 4.3. A contrast threshold $T_\omega$ of 100, and tubeness measure thresholds $T_1$ and $T_2$ of 0.5 were used for the vessel criteria. Detected vessel regions smaller than $V_{min} = 20$ voxels were discarded. All these parameter values are the same as those reported in Section 4.5.1.

The thresholds for the decision function (5.2) was hand tuned based on the training set, where the airway probability images were generated with KNN classifiers that were constructed in a leave-one-out manner. Our experiments with the training set showed that $T_u = 0.86$, $T_l = 0.62$ and $T_s = 0.8$ gives good results, where a significant amount of new branches not in the training data were found without any significant leakages.

5.5 Experiments and results

Among the 20 cases (CASE01-CASE20) in the training set from EXACT’09, manual segmentations for training were successfully obtained from all cases except one (CASE06), where leakage was observed even when using the lowest possible threshold. Therefore only 19 cases from the training set were used to train the KNN based appearance model.

The training process of our method took approximately 13 hours on a single CPU of an Intel Xeon X5355 processor (2.66 GHz), with the feature selection process occupying around 11 hours. The average computation time to segment an image in the test case was approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes. Most of the computation time was spent generating the airway probability image, which took an average of 50 minutes. The remaining computation time was mainly spent on generating the Gaussian blurred images and performing the multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis.

Table 6.3 shows the evaluation results of our method on the 20 EXACT’09 test images. Surface renderings of the best case and worst case according to the detected tree length are shown in Figure 5.1(c) and (d).
Table 5.1: Evaluation measures for the twenty cases in the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>Branch count</th>
<th>Branch detected (%)</th>
<th>Tree length detected (cm)</th>
<th>Tree length detected (%)</th>
<th>Leakage count</th>
<th>Leakage volume (mm³)</th>
<th>False positive rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>227.1</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>106.0</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>116.9</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>120.9</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>213.1</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>185.2</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>195.1</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>214.8</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>150.4</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. dev.</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st quartile</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd quartile</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>195.1</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>315.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>214.8</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Discussions and conclusion

At the expense of a relatively long computation time and laborious training procedure, we obtain a favorable combination of a relatively large portion of the tree detected correctly with very few false positives. Table 6.3 shows that the proposed method is able to extract at least 50% of the total tree length for 70% of the cases, with a false positive rate of less than 1% for all cases. Although many branches were either extracted only partly or missed completely, it should be noted that no method was able to extract more than, on average, 77% of tree length or branches in the ground truth. Among the 15 methods that were compared in EXACT’09, 7 methods resulted in both a lower tree length and a higher false positive rate. Compared to the remaining 7 methods, our results stand out mainly by the small amount of leakage; in 11 cases there were no false positives at all, and in the remaining cases both leakage volume and false positive rate were small. Figure 5.1(c) shows few clear leakages even in the case with the largest number of detected leaks (CASE40). Our method is also the only method with an average false positive rate below 1% (0.11%) that is still able to achieve an average detected tree length of higher than 50% (54%), as shown in Figure 5.1(g). Among all methods with an average false positive rate below 5%, the method achieving the highest tree length, which is a semi-automated method, detected only 5% more of the total tree length at a false positive rate of 1.19%.

The presented method was originally developed for segmenting the airway tree in more standard-ized, low-dose cancer screening scans obtained at a single site [58, 80]. While the main approach and parameter settings used for the current work are the same as in [58], the implementation differs.
from this previous work in three ways. Firstly, the Hessian eigen analysis to determine vessel and airway orientations, performed at a single resolution level in [58], was replaced by a multi-resolution analysis. This modification had already been developed for the screening study and improved results considerably for that data.

To cope with the much more diverse data of EXACT’09, the method was further modified in two ways from our experiments on the training images. The first modification is that a more complete segmentation is used to initialize the classification-based region growing, instead of using only the trachea and main bronchi as reported in [58]. The reason for this is because we found that otherwise the segmentation was sometimes already terminated within the first four generations in noisy images. The second modification is that the thresholds for the decision function in this work were manually tuned based on the training data, while those in our earlier work were tuned automatically using an automatic leakage detection algorithm similar to [90] and [106]. In the diverse and sometimes very noisy CT scans from EXACT’09, this rule-based, automatic leakage detection algorithm turned out to be unreliable. The criterion used in selecting the thresholds was that no obvious leakage should be present in the results on the training set, which is probably one of the reasons why our results are on the conservative side compared to other methods. A different set of thresholds may lead to longer tree lengths at the expense of an increase in false positives.

In the EXACT’09 study, a training set was provided with carefully selected images that were of similar quality as the images in the test set. If the training data does not match the test data, results may deteriorate. To illustrate this, segmentation of CASE40, obtained using a Siemens Sensation 16 scanner and very sharp convolution kernel B70s, was repeated with the same setup and same parameter settings but using the training data of [58], which consisted only of scans obtained using a Philips Mx8000 IDT 16 scanner with softer kernel D, resulting in less noisy images. The result is shown in Figure 5.1(e). The method trained with different data has still little or no leakage, but finds fewer branches. In this case, this was mainly because the appearance model is not capable of handling the noise and often misclassifies bright noise voxels in the airway lumen as non-airway. Although the method should be trained on similar data for optimal results, the good results on the diverse set of EXACT’09 data indicate that application of this method is not limited to studies in which acquisition conditions can be standardized.

Note that, although the proposed method requires training data, in this work only very low quality segmentations were available for this purpose. The segmentations used for training consisted of on average 93 branches and had a total length of 99 cm. Application of the trained models on the test set of similar images resulted already in much more complete segmentations, with 150 branches and a total length of 118 cm. Clearly, our method can achieve better results than the training segmentations, but the lack of training examples from small branches does limit the ability of the system to extract higher generation airways. With the availability of a set of high quality segmentations for training, such as the ground truth resulting from EXACT’09, we expect to obtain even better results in the future.

In conclusion, an airway segmentation method that uses a voxel classification based appearance model and the similarity between the orientation of an airway and its neighboring vessel is presented. Compared to the results from other algorithms submitted to EXACT’09, our method is especially effective in avoiding leakage, while still being able to extract a fair amount of airway branches.
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Extraction of Airways from CT (EXACT’09): An Evaluation Study

This chapter is an extension of the manuscript “Extraction of Airways in CT (EXACT’09)”, by P. Lo, B. van Ginneken, J. M. Reinhardt and M. de Bruijne, in Proceeding of Second International Workshop on Pulmonary Image Analysis, pp. 175-189, 2009.

Abstract This paper describes a framework for establishing a reference airway tree segmentation, which is used to quantitatively evaluate different airway tree extraction algorithms in a standardized manner. Because of the sheer difficulty involved in constructing a complete reference standard manually from scratch, we propose to construct the reference using results from all algorithms that are to be evaluated instead. Each of the segmented airway trees is subdivided into its individual branch segments, where each branch is visually inspected by trained observers to determine whether or not it is correctly segmented. Finally, reference airway trees are constructed by taking the union of all correctly extracted branches. Using the so constructed reference, a total of three performance measures covering the different aspects of segmentation quality are computed. A total of 15 airway tree extraction algorithms from different research groups are evaluated on a diverse set of 20 chest computed tomography (CT) scans, from subjects ranging from healthy volunteers to patients with severe pathologies, scanned at different sites using different CT scanner models and scanning protocols. Results from the evaluation showed that no algorithm is capable of extracting more than an average of 74% of the total length of all branches in the reference standard, indicating a large difference in branches obtained by the different methods.

6.1 Introduction

Segmentation of the airway tree in chest volumetric computed tomography (CT) scans plays an important role in the analysis of lung diseases. An application of airway tree segmentation algorithm is in measuring dimensions of airway lumen and wall, which have been shown to correlate well with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [9, 75]. As the lungs are subdivided anatomically based on the airway tree, airway tree segmentation is also needed for other segmentation tasks such as segmentation of the lobes [104, 122] and the pulmonary segments [72]. Despite the amount of algorithms proposed, evaluation of the results in most works is limited to only qualitative measurements based on visual inspections. Although quantitative measures are reported in some works [100, 106], such as the number and the total length of branches extracted, the differences in datasets used and in the way the measurements are obtained make it difficult to compare the different works.
The aim of this paper is to develop a framework to establish a reference airway tree segmentation that can be used to evaluate different airway tree extraction algorithms in a standardized manner. We believe that such standardized comparison of different algorithms is critical for future development, as the weaknesses of current algorithms can be identified and improved upon. Because of the sheer difficulty of establishing a complete reference standard manually from scratch, we propose to use the results from the algorithms that are to be evaluated to construct the reference. Segmented airway trees are subdivided into their individual branches. These individual branches are then inspected visually by trained observers and correctly segmented branches are retained, while wrongly segmented branches are rejected. Since the individual branches are from segmented airway trees obtained using different algorithms from the same set of images, branches are bound to overlap. Therefore, the branch inspection process can be accelerated by automatically accepting branches that have high overlap with previously accepted branches. Finally, the reference standard is established by taking the union of all accepted branches.

A total of 40 scans from eight different institutions, obtained under various acquisition conditions and from subjects with different pathologies, are used in this study. The first 20 scans are designated as training set, to be used for algorithm training and/or parameter tuning purpose. The remaining 20 scans are used as test set, and is used to evaluated the performance of the participating algorithms.

The evaluation is designed to only take into consideration the depth of the airway trees segmented by an algorithm. We do not take the exact airway shape and dimensions into account; a branch is said to be correct as long as there is no significant leakage outside the airway walls. It should be noted that the term “segmentation” is used loosely in this chapter, and can range from actual segmentation of the airway tree lumen to extraction of the centerlines of the airway tree.

The comparative study was organized as a challenge at the 2nd International Workshop on Pulmonary Image Analysis\(^1\), which was held in conjunction with the 12th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI 2009). Invitations were sent out to several mailing lists and to authors of published papers on airway tree segmentation. A total of 22 teams registered to download the data, and out of these, 15 teams [6, 7, 11, 21, 22, 24, 38, 52, 61, 68, 82, 101, 111, 119, 120] submitted their results in the end. Ten teams [6, 7, 22, 24, 38, 52, 61, 111, 119, 120] submitted to the fully automated category and five teams [11, 21, 68, 82, 101] submitted to the semi-automated category. All results submitted by participating teams were used to establish the reference standard.

The results from the evaluation of the 15 participating teams are the same as the ones reported in [59] and on the EXACT’09 website\(^2\). However instead of having seven measures, as reported previously, we only report the three most important measures in this article that best represents the sensitivity and specificity of the different algorithms. In addition, we also investigate the effects of fusing/combining results from the participating algorithms.

### 6.2 Data

A total of 75 chest CT scans were contributed by eight different sites. The scans were acquired from several different CT scanner models, using a variety of scanning protocols and reconstruction parameters. The conditions of the scanned subjects varied widely, ranging from healthy volunteers to patients showing severe pathologies in the airways or lung parenchyma. A total of 40 scans were selected from the contributed scans to be used as the dataset for the study, which were further divided into a training set and a testing set. Care was taken to ensure that scans from all eight sites were represented in both the training and testing sets and that the files were all anonymized properly. We also ensured that no scans of the same subject were in both the training and testing sets, and that the same number of scans of similar quality obtained at the same site and acquired using similar protocol were included in both sets. The 20 images in the training set were named CASE01 to CASE20, and the 20 images in the testing set were named CASE21 to CASE40. Table 6.1 presents the acquisition parameters, and visual scoring of noise level as well as anomalies from a radiologist of the 20 test cases.

---


\(^2\) See [http://image.diku.dk/exact/](http://image.diku.dk/exact/)
Table 6.1: Acquisition parameters for the 20 test cases. Thickness (T) is given in mm. Exposure is presented in mAs. The breathing status (BS) indicates whether the scan is acquired at full inspiration (I) or full expiration (E). Contrast (C) indicates whether intravenous contrast was used during acquisition (‘Y’ for yes and ‘N’ for no). Perceived reconstruction (R) indicates whether the scan was reconstructed using soft (S), middle (M) or hard (H) kernel based on visual inspection. The noise level (N) of the scan is scored via visual inspection as high (H), middle (M) or low (L). * indicates that the scan is from the same subject as the previous scan. A continuation of the table is given in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Scanner</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 64</td>
<td>B50f</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22*</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 64</td>
<td>B50f</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 64</td>
<td>B50f</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toshiba Aquilion</td>
<td>FC12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toshiba Aquilion</td>
<td>FC10</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toshiba Aquilion</td>
<td>FC12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Toshiba Aquilion</td>
<td>FC10</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Siemens Volume Zoom</td>
<td>B30f</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29*</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Siemens Volume Zoom</td>
<td>B50f</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Mx8000 IDT 16</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Mx8000 IDT 16</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Mx8000 IDT 16</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 16</td>
<td>B60f</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 16</td>
<td>B60f</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>GE LightSpeed 16</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Brilliance 16P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Brilliance 16P</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philips Brilliance 16P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 16</td>
<td>B70f</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Siemens Sensation 16</td>
<td>B70s</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Airway branch scoring

This section describes how the individual airway branch segments are scored. We start by describing how an airway tree segmentation is subdivided into its individual branch segments. This is followed by a description how slices from different views for an airway branch segment are extracted for visual assessment. The different labels used for scoring are then described. Finally, we describe how certain branch segments that overlap with previously scored branches are accepted automatically to reduce the burden of the human observers.

6.3.1 Subdividing an airway tree into branches

The proposed evaluation framework centers around being able to subdivide airway tree into its individual branch segments, which makes it possible to perform evaluation on each branch segment individually. The subdivision of airway tree is achieved by detecting bifurcations with a wave front propagation algorithm, as described in [90]. The key idea is that a wave front, propagating through a tree structure, remains connected until it encounters a bifurcation, and any side branches can thus be detected as disconnected components in the wave front.

The front is propagated using the fast marching algorithm [63, 102], with a speed function that results in 1 within and 0 outside the segmented structure, effectively limiting the front to only propagate within the segmented structure. The front is monitored through a set of “trial” points in the fast marching process that represents the propagating front. The number of disconnected components is monitored by applying connected component analysis to the trial points each time the time stamp from the fast marching algorithm is increased by \(1/\Delta D\), where \(\Delta D\) is the average distance between
two voxels. The propagation is stopped if multiple disconnected components are detected in the front, whereupon the process is repeated on the individual split fronts to obtain the branches at the next level. The whole subdividing process ends when all marked regions of the tree have been evaluated. During each application of the connected component analysis, the centroid of the front is computed and stored. Centerlines can then be constructed using the stored centroids. Figure 6.1 illustrates the steps involved in the airway tree subdivision algorithm.

### 6.3.2 Visual assessment

To enable visual inspection of extracted branches, each of the branches is presented to the trained observers using a fixed number of slices through the branch at different positions and orientations. Two different views are used for visual inspection: a reformatted view that is obtained by straightening the centerline of a branch segment, and a reoriented view that is obtained by rotating the branch segment such that its main axis coincides with the x-axis.

A total of eight slices are extracted from the reformatted view. The first four slices are taken perpendicular to the centerline, distributed evenly from the start to the end of the centerline. The other four slices are taken along the centerline, at cut planes that are angled at $0^\circ$, $45^\circ$, $90^\circ$ and $135^\circ$. A schematic view of the cut planes for the reformatted view is shown in Figure 6.2(b).

For the reoriented view, a total of nine slices are extracted, three from each axis. For the y-axis and z-axis, which are perpendicular to the axis of the branch segment, the cut planes are placed at 15%, 50% and 85% of the width of the branch measured in the respective axis. On the x-axis, the cut
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the process of dividing the airway tree into branches. (a) A seed point is set at the root of a tree and the front propagation process starts. (b) Centroid of the propagating front is stored as centerline at each time step. (c) The centerline is stored up to the point before a bifurcation. (d) Bifurcation is detected as the front splits. The individual fronts are used as seeds to perform front propagation in each of the branches. (e) Front propagation proceeds in each branch.

Figure 6.2: Schematics showing the (a) original airway, (b) reformatted view and (c) reoriented view. The arrow is the main orientation of the airway and the cut planes are shown in blue.

planes are placed at 5%, 50% and 95% of the length of the branch. Figure 6.2(c) shows a schematic view of how cut planes are extracted from the reoriented view.

Figure 6.3 shows the slices of the two views extracted from a correctly segmented branch and a segmented branch with leakage.

6.3.3 Scoring of individual branches

Based on the slices from the two views described in Section 6.3.2, trained observers are to assign one of the four following labels to each branch: “correct”, “partly wrong”, “wrong” or “unknown”. A branch is “correct” if it does not have leakage outside the airway wall. “Partly wrong” is assigned to a branch if part of the branch lies well within the airway lumen, while part of it lies outside the airway wall. A branch is “wrong” if it does not contain airway lumen at all. The “unknown” label is used when the observers are unable to determine whether a branch is an airway or not.

The scoring of each branch is performed in two phases. At phase one, two observers are assigned to score a branch. If the same label is assigned by both observers, then the scoring is complete. Otherwise the scoring proceeds to phase two, where three new observers are assigned to re-score the branch. In this phase, the final label assigned to the branch is the label that constitutes the majority vote among the three new observers. In case where there is no majority, the branch is labeled as “unknown”. The entire scoring process was automated through a web-based system, where the branches from the submitted segmentation of the test cases were distributed among ten trained observers. The observers were all medical students who were familiar with CT and chest anatomy. They were trained with a
6.3.4 Automated branch acceptance

To speed up the scoring process and to reduce the number of branches that observers need to score, branches that are very similar to branches that have previously been labeled as “correct” are accepted automatically.

The following two criteria are used to determine whether to exempt a branch from manual evaluation or not:

1. Centerline overlap: Every point in the centerline is within a 26-neighborhood to a “correct” voxel.

2. Volume overlap: More than 80% of the voxels of the branch are labeled as “correct” in the reference.

Branches that fulfilled both criteria are labeled as “correct” automatically and are exempted from manual evaluation.

6.4 Establishing a reference

The construction of the reference segmentation involves segmentations from all participating teams, and it is done by fusing branches based on the labels assigned during the branch scoring process (as described in Section 6.3).

6.4.1 Updating the reference

The labels assigned to the branches are stored in the form of a reference image. Integer values used to represent the different labels are made such that $L_c > L_w > L_p > L_u > 0$, where $L_c$, $L_w$, $L_p$ and $L_u$ are the the values for “correct”, “wrong”, “partly wrong” and “unknown” respectively.
Initially, a reference image for a given CT scan is an empty image filled with zeros. Scored branches from a new segmentation of the same scan are added to the reference by applying the following update rule on all voxels \( \vec{x} \) belonging to the image:

\[
G_{t+1} (\vec{x}) = \max (G_t (\vec{x}), L (\vec{x})) ,
\]

where \( G_{t+1} \) and \( G_t \) are the reference image after and before the update respectively, and \( L \) is the label assigned by the observers.

### 6.4.2 Final reference

The final reference of a scan is obtained once it has been updated with the evaluated branches from all participating teams. In this final reference, only voxels that are labelled as “correct” are retained. The remaining voxels are assigned the value zero and are treated as “wrong”, except for those labelled as “don’t know”, which are ignored during the evaluation.

The consequence of only retaining “correct” regions is that correct regions within “partly wrong” regions will be treated as wrong and will be penalized during the evaluation. However, as segmented airway trees from different algorithms of the same scan are used, a vast majority of voxels that are previously labeled as “partly wrong” during the intermediate step will eventually be relabeled, as they overlap with either “correct” or “wrong” regions of branches from other algorithms. Although there are still correct regions within “partly wrong” regions being discarded, they should have minimal impact on the evaluation results, as these regions are small and few in general.

### 6.5 Evaluation of participating teams

In order to compare the centerlines from the results of the different algorithms in a standardized manner, all centerlines from the different algorithms are projected to those from the reference segmentations (obtained using Section 6.3.1). The detected length of a branch in the reference from a given segmentation can now be obtained by measuring the length of the projected centerline directly.

For a branch in the reference that is longer than \( \Delta l = 1 \) mm, a segmented airway tree is said to detect the branch only if the detected length for the branch is \( > \Delta l \). The reason for this is to prevent long branches from being trivially detected, for instance, where only a single voxel of a branch is being detected.

Three performance measures were computed for each segmented airway tree submitted by the participating teams:

1. **Branch detected**: The fraction of branches that are detected correctly with respect to the total number of branches present in the reference, \( N_{\text{ref}} \), defined as

\[
\frac{N_{\text{seg}}}{N_{\text{ref}}} \times 100\%
\]

where \( N_{\text{seg}} \) is the number of branches detected correctly by the segmentation.

2. **Tree length detected**: The fraction of tree length that is detected correctly relative to the tree length in the reference, \( L_{\text{ref}} \), defined as

\[
\frac{L_{\text{seg}}}{L_{\text{ref}}} \times 100\%
\]

where \( L_{\text{seg}} \) is the total length of all branches detected by the segmentation.

3. **False positive rate**: The fraction of the total segmented voxels that is not marked as “correct” in the reference, defined as

\[
\frac{N_w}{N_c + N_w} \times 100\%
\]

where \( N_c \) and \( N_w \) are the number of voxels in the segmented airway that overlaps with the “correct” and “wrong” regions in the reference respectively. Note that “don’t know” regions in the reference are not included in the calculation of the false positive rate.
The trachea is excluded from all the measures. Further, for measure 3, the left and right main bronchi are excluded as well.

6.6 Training and evaluation of human observers

A total of ten human observers took part in the scoring of the branches. Among the ten observers, four observers participated at the early phase of the study, where both the dataset and segmentation results from the participating teams were still not available. Training of these four observers was conducted by the first author, and this consisted of an explanation of the various views and the definition of the labels, and a hands-on experience on the software used for the scoring process. Segmentations of two low dose screening chest CT scans, not used in this study, from pilot experiments of [61] and [111] were used in the hands-on session. During this session, errors made by the observers were pointed out and corrected on the fly. The errors mainly consisted of wrongly assigning “correct” label to branches that are known to be “wrong” or “partly wrong”. The whole session lasted approximately one and a half hour. A documentation containing a brief explanation of the different views, four examples of “correct” and “partly wrong”, ranging from obvious cases to borderline cases, and three examples of “wrong” cases, was also given to the observers later.

The remaining six observers participated later on, when the dataset and part of the segmentation results from the participating teams were available. The documentation mentioned earlier was provided to the six observers and training sessions were conducted by the first four observers. Hands-on sessions for these observers were conducted on at least two of the available segmentations from the participating teams that were fully evaluated (without automated branch acceptance) by two of the first four experienced observers. Automated branch acceptance was also turned off for the new observers during these training sessions. The number of disagreements between the new observer and one of the experienced observers was compared to the number of disagreements between the experienced observers, where the new observer was said to be good enough if the amount of disagreements from the new observer was no more than 10% of the those from the experienced observers. In general, the errors of observers that were not good enough were usually due to confusion between “correct” and “partly wrong” labels. For these observers, an extra session was held, where their obvious errors, mainly those similar to the examples in the documentation, were pointed out and the correct labels were shown to them.

6.7 Evaluated algorithms

A total of ten fully automated methods and five semi-automated methods (indicated by *) are evaluated in this study. Fully automated in this context implies that no user interactions were needed during the segmentation process. Semi-automated indicates that user interactions, such as manual selection of seed points or parameters, were needed during the segmentation process.

1) Morphological filtering and operations: A morphology based approach is proposed in Irving et al. [38]. Possible regions belonging to the airway are first marked using morphological filtering and reconstruction. Region growing is then performed on the marked region to obtain the final airway segmentation. Closed space dilation is used to detect leakage during region growing. The method takes an average of 71 minutes to segment an image on a 2.83 GHz personal computer (PC).

2) Morphological aggregative: Fetita et al. [22] reconstructs airway tree based on airway candidates selected using the flood size-drain leveling morphological operator. The reconstruction of the actual airway tree is performed by applying several propagation schemes iteratively that encourages propagation within airways and avoid leakage to lung parenchyma. An extra pre-filtering procedure is also introduced to further improve results, where the filter used was chosen based on the scanner model, reconstruction kernel and dosage. The entire process takes an average of 5 minutes to segment an image.

3) Neighboring affinity and dynamic local cylindrical volume of interest: Pinho et al. [82] proposed a method that extends the work presented in [100], which obtains airway branch segmentation by applying region growing in iteratively obtained cylindrical volumes of interest. They proposed to use of a simplified skeleton constructed based on the starting point and end points of a branch segment
to improve computation speed, which is also used to estimate the heights, radii and orientations of
the cylindrical volumes that are to be added in the next iteration. A neighbor affinity technique,
which involves testing whether the intensity of the surroundings of a candidate voxel is lower than a
certain threshold, is used as a criterion for the local cylindrical bounded region growing algorithm.
The method requires specific tuning of the parameter involving the height of the cylindrical volume
of interest for certain cases. Segmentation of an image requires less than 8 seconds for most cases on
a 2.4 GHz PC.

4) Tracing via adaptive cuboidal volume with Laplacian of Gaussian: Feuerstein et al. [24] proposed
to segment on images enhanced using a sharpening filter that is based on Laplacian of Gaussian.
The airway tree is extracted using a tracing scheme that uses cubical volumes constructed from the
orientation of detected branches. A region growing process is iterated within each of the cubical
volumes until a suitable threshold is found, which is determined by the number of furcating branches.
The method takes average of 5 minutes to process an image on a 2.66 GHz PC.

5) Voxel classification and vessel orientation similarity: Lo et al. [61] proposed to perform region
growing on the output of a classifier trained to differentiate between airway and non-airway voxels.
A vessel similarity measure that compares how similar is the orientation of an airway candidate to
neighboring vessel is used to overcome local false positives from the classifier. The whole framework
takes approximately 90 minutes to process an image on a 2.66 GHz PC. (See Chapter 5 for details)

6°) Morphological gradient: Fabijanska [21] proposed a two step segmentation approach. The first
step consists of obtaining an initial segmentation by performing region growing on an image where
the intensities are normalized. The initial segmentation is then used as seeds for a second region
growing process that is performed on the morphological gradient of the original image. The method
requires manual selection of a threshold related to the second region growing process in some cases.
No computation time is provided for this method.

7) Tube detection: Bauer et al. [7] proposed the use of a tube detection filter, where centerlines
are extracted using a ridge traversal procedure that is based on hysteresis thresholding. The airway
tree can then be reconstructed by iteratively merging unconnected tubular objects to the centerlines
of the trachea. Prior knowledge of the airway tree such as branching angle, radius and etc. are utilized
during the merging process. Using an implementation that makes use of graphics processing unit
(GPU), the method takes an average of 3 minutes to process a single case.

8°) Maximal contrast adaptive region growing: Mendoza et al. [68] proposed a segmentation ap-
proach that uses a sequence of region growing processes that maximizes an evolving contrast measure,
which involves previously segmented regions. A preprocessing step that involves non-linear normal-
ization using a sigmoidal transfer function and denoising via an in-slice bidimensional median filter is
introduced to improve robustness. The method requires user to manually place several seed points in
the upper trachea for initialization. Segmentation of a single case requires an average of 2 minutes on
a 2 GHz PC.

9) Centricity-based region growing: Wienker et al. [120] proposed the use of a voxel-wise centricity
measure with prioritized region growing. The centricity measure quantifies how central a given voxel
is to the surrounding airway walls by measuring the lengths of rays projected from the voxel itself.
A ray terminates if the density difference, with respect to the starting point, of a point along the
path of the ray is higher than a certain threshold. A region growing process is used to obtain the
actual segmentation, where it proceeds until all connected voxels below a certain density threshold
and above a certain minimum centricity value are extracted. The runtime of the method for an image
is 19 seconds on average on a 3 GHz PC.

10) Dynamic thresholded region growing with local cylindrical volume of interest: Lee et al. [52]
proposed a method that is similar to [100], which segments airways within cylindrical volumes of
interest that are added iteratively. A acceptance criterion requiring that at least half of the neighbors
of a candidate voxel is below a certain threshold is used for the region growing process. Threshold for
the region growing process is incremented until leaks occur, which are detected by analyzing segmented
regions at the boundary of the volume of interest. Segmentation of an image takes less than 30 seconds
on a 3 GHz PC.

11°) Template matching: Born et al. [11] proposed the use of a 2D template matching technique
along with a set of fuzzy rules to detect and prevent leakage. Airway tree segmentation is obtained
through an iterative procedure that iterates between a 3D region growing, a 2D wave propagation
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and a 2D template matching process. Their method requires user to set a seed point in the trachea manually. The method requires around 25 seconds to segment an image on a 2.4 GHz PC.

12) **Self adapting region growing with histogram correction:** Weinheimer et al. [119] proposed a self adapting region growing that is based on monitoring the volume of the segmented region, where threshold is increased when no leakage is detected. The acceptance criteria for a single voxel, which is used in a region growing framework, is based on fuzzy logic rules that are applied on features from projected rays from the voxel. A normalization procedure based on histogram analysis is introduced as a preprocessing step to correct for miscalibrated scans. An average of 6 minutes is required to segment a case on a 2.83 GHz PC.

13) **Gradient vector flow:** Bauer(a) et al. [6] proposed a method that is based on an edge preserving gradient vector diffusion function called the gradient vector flow. A tube-likeness measure is computed for every voxel based on the vector obtained from the gradient vector flow. Subsequently, centerlines are extracted by applying hysteresis thresholding on the tube-likeness measure. Voxels near to the extracted centerlines are finally marked by inversely tracking the gradient vector to form a segmented airway tree. The method requires 6 minutes to process an image with a GPU based implementation.

14) **Rules based sphere constricted region growing with multi-threshold:** van Rikxoort et al. [111] proposed a wavefront propagation approached that is based on sphere constricted region growing, where geometric characteristics of a branch such as furcation and radius are obtained from the propagating front. A series of rules such as radius growth, furcating angles and etc. are used to detect and prevent leaks. The method also features a multi-threshold approach, where the threshold used is increased as long as no leaks are detected. Segmentation of an image takes around 10 seconds on a single-core PC.

15) **Automated region growing with manual branch adding and leak trimming:** Tschirren et al. [101] proposed a manual segmentation tool that trim leaks and add branches from an initial airway tree segmentation obtained using a method similar to [70]. Leaks are identified by manually selecting segments that are obtained by skeletonizing the initial segmentation. New branches are added manually by applying region growing on user-placed seed points, where the Dijkstra algorithm is used to connect the new branches to the initial segmentation if they are not connected to the overall segmented airway tree. An average of 59 minutes human interaction time is required to segment a single image.

### 6.7.1 Fused airway tree from all participating teams

An additional airway tree segmentation obtained via fusing segmentations from all participants is added to the evaluation. A simple voxel based fusion scheme is used, where a voxel is classified to be part of the airway tree as long as it is marked by two or more methods.

The changes in the results when different teams are included in the fusion scheme is investigated via the sequential forward selection (SFS) algorithm, where it is used to determine the sequence of the teams. The SFS algorithm starts with an empty list of teams, and a single team is added into the list at every iteration. At each iteration, the individual performances of the remaining teams, which are not in the list, in combination to the teams in the list are computed, and the team with the best performance is added to the list. The algorithm stops once all teams have been added into the list. The average tree length detected is used as performance measure for the SFS algorithm, which we seek to maximize at each iteration.

### 6.8 Results

#### 6.8.1 Quality of the reference

Each observer were asked to score all the branches of two to four, randomly selected, segmented airway trees from the participating teams. In comparison to the final labels used for constructing the reference, the observers showed an average accuracy of 93.74%, with a standard deviation of 10.48%. Note that for the cases where the final labels are “don’t know”, observers are considered correct no matter what labels they assign. Among the errors made, the majority (68.75%) of the errors were due to correct branches being labelled as “partly wrong”. This was expected as it is usually difficult to determine whether the marked region belonging to a branch is within the airway wall or not. Besides
that, it also depends on how lenient the observers are, which is something that differs from person to person. Errors due to correct branches being labelled as “wrong” and vice versa were less frequent, and covered only of 8.21% and 6.31% of the errors respectively.

Most of the final labels assigned to the branches were assigned without any conflicts, where the same labels were assigned by either both observers in the first phase or the three observers in the second phase of the scoring process, consisting of an average of 94.71% of branches per case. All “don’t know” in the final labels were assigned due to the lack of majority in the labels, which consists of an average of 0.73% of branches per case. No “don’t know” labels from the observers were present when deciding the final labels.

Prior to generating the final reference, where “partly wrong” regions are relabeled as “wrong”, a look at the distribution of the labels from all labelled voxels in the reference shows that majority of labelled voxels are marked as “correct”, consisting an average of 81.02% of all labelled voxels. The ratio of voxels marked “partly wrong” is slightly higher than those marked as “wrong”, which are 11.16% and 7.12% respectively. At first glance, relabeling 11% “partly wrong” voxels as “wrong” in the final reference may seemed risky. But in truth, only around half of these “partly wrong” region will be “correct”. Therefore, mislabelled “correct” regions will probably only consist of 6% of all labelled voxels, which is quite low. Finally, as expected, only a small amount of voxels are marked as “don’t know”, consisting only 0.70% of all marked voxels on average. Note that the trachea, and the left and right main bronchi were excluded when computing the above percentages.

6.8.2 Results from individual teams

Table 6.3 presents the three evaluation measures for the 15 participating teams and for the fused segmentation obtained in Section 6.7.1, averaged across the 20 test cases. Figure 6.4 gives an overview of the average performance of the participating teams and the fusion scheme in terms of false positive rate over tree length detected. Box plots of tree length detected and false positive rate for the different methods are given in Figure 6.5. Box plots in Figure 6.6 give the branch count and leakage volume from the participating teams on a per case basis. The branch count is defined as number of branches detected correctly, while the leakage volume is defined as the volume of marked voxels that are not within the “correct” region in the reference.

In the box plots, the median is indicated by the red line, and the 25th and 75th percentile are indicated by the lower and upper edges of the box respectively. The lines below and above the box, or “whiskers”, represent the largest and smallest values that are within 1.5 times the interquartile range, while the red open circles show all outliers outside this range.

Surface renderings from two cases are given in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, with correct and wrong regions indicated in green and red respectively.
Table 6.3: Evaluation measures averaged across the 20 test cases of each team. * indicates teams in the semi-automated category and the best result from the participating teams for each measurement is indicated in bold. Result from the fusion scheme is indicated using ⋆.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Branch detected (%)</th>
<th>Tree length detected (%)</th>
<th>False positive rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Irving et al.</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Fetita et al.</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3*) Pinho et al.</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Feuerstein et al.</td>
<td><strong>76.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.3</strong></td>
<td>15.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Lo et al.</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6*) Fabijanska</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Bauer et al.</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8*) Mendoza et al.</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Wiemker et al.</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) Lee et al.</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td><strong>0.11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11*) Born et al.</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) Weinheimer et al.</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) Bauer(a) et al.</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14) van Rikxoort et al.</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15*) Tschirren et al.</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5: Box plots of (a) tree length detected and (b) false positive rate of the teams. The fusion scheme is indicated with ⋆.
6.8.3 Effects of fusing results from different methods

As observed from the results of the individual teams presented in Section 6.8.2, the team with the highest score in terms of average branch length only manage to extract an average 76.5% of the branches in the reference for each case. Figure 6.9 shows a bar plot of the percentage of branches categorized based on the number of participating teams that detected them, averaged across the 20 test cases. Figure 6.10 shows the surface renderings of the reference segmentations of the testing set, with the branches color coded by the number of methods that detected them. As observed, more than 30% of the branches for a case are on average extracted by no more than three methods. A simple fusion scheme, as introduced in Section 6.8.3, results in much better airway tree extracted as observed in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.4, where the results from the fusion scheme have the highest average tree length with a relatively low average false positive rate. Figure 6.11 shows the effects on tree length detected and false positive rate when different team are added into the fusion scheme using the SFS algorithm.

6.9 Discussions

As expected, there appears to be a trade off between sensitivity and specificity in the airway tree extracted by the participating teams. This is shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, where it is observed that more complete trees are usually accompanied by a larger percentage of false positives. The most conservative algorithm is that of Lee et al. [52], which obtains the smallest average false positive rate (0.11%) and is among the methods with the lowest average tree length detected (32.4%). On the other hand, the algorithm by Feuerstein et al. [24] is the most explorative one, yielding the highest average tree length detected (76.5%), but at the expense of having the highest average false positive
Figure 6.7: Surface renderings of results for case 23, with correct and wrong regions shown in green and red respectively.
Figure 6.8: Surface renderings of results for case 36, with correct and wrong regions shown in green and red respectively.
Figure 6.9: Bar plot of the percentage of branches categorized based on the number of participating teams that detected them, averaged across the 20 test cases.

rate (15.56%).

In general, semi-automatic methods perform no better than fully automatic methods. This is probably due to the fact that manual interactions for all semi-automatic methods, except for Tschirren et al. [101], are limited to selecting initial seed points for the trachea [11, 68] or tuning parameters manually [21, 82] for a few test cases.

Because of the use of different CPUs and in some cases the use of GPU during execution, it is not possible to directly compare the execution time of the different algorithms. However, we do observe a wide range of computational time, ranging from less than half a minute to more than an hour. Majority of the execution time falls between two to five minutes.

The box plots of the results for the test cases measured across different teams shown in Figure 6.6 reveal that ultra low dose scans (cases 24, 26, 37, and 38) are generally more difficult to segment than low dose or clinical dose scans. From these scans, significantly fewer branches were extracted ($p < 0.01$ from Student’s t-tests) with no significant difference in leakage volume ($p = 0.10$). For the two pairs of low dose and ultra low dose scans (case 24 and 25, and 26 and 27), branch count were significantly higher ($p < 0.01$ from paired Student’s t-tests) for the low dose scans (93 branches) than for the ultra low dose (73 branches) scans, while there was no significant difference in leakage volume ($p = 0.54$). The difference in the amount of branches extracted can also be confirmed from the surface renderings of the reference segmentations in Figure 6.10.

From the available paired inspiration and expiration scans (case 21 and 22, and 37 and 38), not only do segmentations of the inspiration scans have more correct branches, but they also have more leakage than their expiration counterparts as well. It is observed that inspiration scans exhibits an average branch count of 145 branches and leakage volume of 942 mm$^3$ as compared to 76 branches and 115 mm$^3$ from expiration scans. A paired Student’s t-tests shows that these difference are indeed significant, with $p < 0.01$ for both branch count and $p = 0.02$ for leakage volume. The difference in branch count for inspiration and expiration scans is especially obvious from the surface renderings in Figure 6.10.

The image pair case 28 and case 29 consists of scans from the same subject reconstructed using soft and hard kernel respectively. Although the difference in reconstruction is not obvious to a human observer as both scans are marked as middle kernel via visual inspection, significantly more branches ($p < 0.01$) were extracted from the scan constructed using the hard kernel, with an average of 106 branches compared to 80 branches from the soft kernel reconstructed scan. The same can also be observed in the surface renderings in Figure 6.10 of the two case. Although average leakage volume for hard kernel scan was higher, 418 mm$^3$ compared to 236 mm$^3$, the difference was not significant ($p = 0.30$).

Among the scans acquired at full inspiration, except for case 22, it is observed that most algorithms leak less on cases from healthy subjects (case 23, 28, 29, 35 and 37) than cases from pathological subjects (case 24-27, 30-34, 36, 39 and 40), as observed in Figure 6.8.2. Among the cases from subjects with pathology, leakage seems to be most pronounced in case 31, 32, 39 and 40, where the pathologies are not mild.

Interestingly, no algorithm came close to detecting the entire reference airway tree, as observed
Figure 6.10: Surface renderings of the reference. * indicates that the case is from the same subject as the previous case. The branches are color coded from red (detected by a single team) to green (detected by all 15 teams) as shown by the colorbar at the bottom.
Figure 6.11: Average tree length detected and false positive rate of including different teams into
the fusion scheme using the SFS algorithm. The first left most entry in the x-axis indicates the results
are from team 4 alone. The second entry indicates results obtained by fusing team 4 and 2, the third
entry indicates results from team 4, 2 and 15, and so on.

From Figure 6.8.2. The highest branch count and tree length detected for each case range from 64.6%
and 94.3% to 94.6% and 90.4% respectively, with the average branch detected and tree length detected of
less than 77% and 74% respectively. Fusing results from the participating algorithms improves overall
results, reaching an average branch detected of 84.3% and average tree length detected of 78.8%, with
only an average false positive rate of 1.22%, as shown in Table 6.3. Experiments on the inclusion of
the results from different teams using sequential forward selection shows that the tree length detected
of the fused results converges quite rapidly, as shown in Figure 6.11 (a). This indicates that reasonably
good results can be obtained by fusing results from a subset of the participating algorithms.

It should be noted that the fusion scheme presented in Section 6.8.3 is just a simple scheme to
illustrate the fact that better results can be obtained by fusing results from different algorithms. The
proposed fusion scheme is by no means an extensively optimized fusion scheme, and we expect more
elaborate fusion schemes to produce even better results. It is noticed that the average branch detected
of the fusion scheme is a lot higher than the average tree length detected, which is 84.3% compared
to 78.8%. The reason for this is probably because the fusion scheme uses the same segmentations
that make up the reference, thus branch detected of the fusion scheme is bound to be rather good
since the evaluation is biased to it by design. Although improvements of the fusion scheme may be
overestimated due to this bias, the fact that results from the fusion scheme is better than individual
algorithms shows that the different extraction algorithms are actually complementary to each other.

All training and testing data are publicly available at the EXACT’09 website\(^3\). Besides the eval-
uation results, the renderings, as seen in Figure 6.7 and 6.8, for the test cases will also be made
available at the website. We also plan to make the evaluation service available to the public, and
provide both renderings and the performance measures described in Section 6.5 as results. However,
due to limited resources, the evaluation will only be made using the currently available reference,
without involvement of trained observers. A disadvantage of this would be that new branches not in
the current reference will be classified as errors. To solve this, we hope to organize another round
of evaluation that involves trained observers in the future, where the reference will be updated and
previously submitted results will be re-evaluated.

6.10 Conclusion

A framework for establishing a reference segmentation and using it to evaluate airway extraction
algorithms in a standardized manner is presented. This is the first study that performed quantitative
evaluation of a large number of different airway tree extraction algorithms (a total of 15 algorithms),
which were applied to a single dataset (20 chest CT scans from various institutes) and evaluated using

\(^3\)See http://image.diku.dk/exact/
a reference standard. A total of three performance measures were used to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of the different algorithms. Results showed that no algorithm is capable of extracting more than an average of 74% of the total length of all branches in the reference. However, the experiments showed that better results can be obtained by a simple fusion scheme that retains regions that are marked by two or more methods, resulting in extracting on average 78.84% of the total length of all branches in the reference, with a relatively low average false positive rate of only 1.22%.
Chapter 7

Airway Tree Extraction with Locally Optimal Paths


Abstract

This chapter proposes a method to extract the airway tree from CT images by continually extending the tree with locally optimal paths. This is in contrast to commonly used region growing based approaches that only search the space of the immediate neighbors. The result is a much more robust method for tree extraction that can overcome local occlusions. The cost function for obtaining the optimal paths takes into account of an airway probability map as well as measures of airway shape and orientation derived from multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis on the airway probability. Significant improvements were achieved compared to a region growing based method, with up to 30\% longer trees at a slight increase of false positive rate.

7.1 Introduction

Analysis of the airways in computed tomography (CT) is crucial for the understanding of various lung diseases [9]. However due to the difficulties of the extraction process, the airways remain among the least understood structures in the lungs.

Most methods used for segmenting the airway tree from CT images are based on the concept of region growing [58,90,100,106]. The main problem with the standard region growing approach is that the segmentation may “leak” to surrounding lung parenchyma, if the contrast with the airway wall is low due to e.g. noise or pathology. Various strategies have been used to solve this problem, e.g. using geometric criteria to detect and remove leakage [90,100,106], or using improved appearance models to avoid leakage [58].

In this chapter, we propose a new method for airway tree extraction method that continually extends the tree with locally optimal paths. The advantage of using such a path search approach is that the algorithm is able to look further ahead and can therefore overcome local occlusions. Occlusions may be caused for instance by noise or pathologies such as mucus plugging. Using the trained appearance model described in [58] as the basis for our cost function, the Dijkstra algorithm is applied within a sphere centered at a seed point to obtain candidate airway paths. Candidate paths that satisfy various criteria based on airway probability, shape, and orientation are retained, and potential bifurcation points and new end points are stored and subsequently used as new seed points. This process is repeated until no more valid candidate paths can be found.
The work is inspired by minimal path based approaches in vessel segmentation and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography (see e.g. [39, 40]). These approaches are however typically either limited to extracting a single optimal path or require a user to specify the end points in advance. Another example is [32], where a complete vessel tree is extracted as a collection of optimal paths from a converged fast marching algorithm. In contrast to [32], we may be able to extract also less salient branches and thus find a more complete tree by searching for optimal paths locally and recursively. The notion of performing optimal path extraction locally was recently also proposed in [8], where various examples are shown in which a local approach outperforms the global approach. However, the focus of that paper was on extracting single paths or contours and the method is not capable of handling bifurcations.

Our work is similar in spirit to [30], which aims at reaching a more global solution for airway segmentation by detecting potential airway branches throughout the lungs with a tube detection scheme, and subsequently connecting these using a graph search method. However, our method is more flexible and can be customized to other tree segmentation tasks by simply modifying the cost function and the confidence measure.

### 7.2 Tracking locally optimal paths

This section explains how the Dijkstra algorithm is applied locally and how the optimal paths are selected. We assume that a cost function $F$, a confidence measure $D$, and a list of initial candidate points are provided. A candidate point is a point that belongs to a previously extracted airway branch, and for which the departing paths are not yet extracted. Each candidate point is associated with the orientation and the average radius of the airway branch it belongs to.

At every iteration, a candidate point is taken from the list and evaluated. New paths extending from the candidate points are generated through a process of candidate path extraction and selection. Additional new candidate points from these new paths will then be added into the list. The iterative process ends once no more candidate points are available for evaluation.

#### 7.2.1 Extracting candidate paths

Given a candidate point $\vec{x}_0$, with the branch orientation $\vec{d}_0$, optimal paths are computed from $\vec{x}_0$ to every point within a sphere of radius $r_s$ using the Dijkstra algorithm. We refer to these optimal paths as the candidate path from $\vec{x}_0$ to $\vec{x}$. The traveling cost between two neighboring voxels is computed using cost function $F$.

Candidate paths are extracted for all points on the surface of the sphere that satisfy the following conditions:

1) **Local minima**: End points should form a local minimum, in terms of minimal cost from $\vec{x}_0$, on the surface of the sphere.

2) **Departing angle**: To limit the search to branches that do not deviate too much from the initial direction, end points should satisfy $\angle(\vec{x} - \vec{x}_0), \vec{d}_0 \leq \alpha$, as shown in Fig. 7.1(c).

#### 7.2.2 Evaluating the candidate paths

The most likely airway branches are selected from the extracted candidate paths by the following three selection criteria in a low to high cost order:

1) **Confidence**: The majority of points on a path must have high confidence measure $D$. Hence, we require the $N$th percentile of the confidence measure of a path to be greater than $\beta$ in order to be selected.

2) **Straightness**: As airway branches are relatively straight in general, we require a path $C$ to satisfy $l_{\text{path}}(C) < \gamma l(\vec{x}_0, \vec{x})$, where $l_{\text{path}}(C)$ is the length of the path $C$ and $l(\vec{x}_0, \vec{x})$ is the distance from $\vec{x}_0$ to $\vec{x}$.

3) **Non-overlap**: Selected paths are not allowed to overlap each other and should be at least $\delta$ mm apart. The distance between a candidate path and the previously selected paths is measured as the minimum distance between the end point of the candidate path and the points in the selected
paths. We also ensure that a selected candidate path will not intersect with other paths obtained from previously evaluated candidate points. Prior to applying this criterion, an additional trimming process is added to remove low confidence points at the end of the path, which exist because of the used of fixed end points. The trimmed path is stored if the path is selected.

A maximum of $N_{max}$ paths is retained.

### 7.2.3 Updating the list of candidate points

The end points of the newly selected paths are added to the list of candidate points. All potential bifurcation points, defined as points where candidate paths depart from a selected path, are also added to the list. The direction for each of the new candidate points is the direction of the selected path it belongs to.

### 7.3 Cost function

Unlike most current airway segmentation methods [30, 90, 100, 106] that use only image intensity, our proposed method operates on the soft classification resulting from a voxel classification based appearance model [58].

The appearance model uses a $K$ nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier that is trained to differentiate between voxels from airway and non-airway classes using various local image descriptors at different scales. To circumvent the requirement for high-quality ground truth segmentations of the complete airway tree, we follow the interactive training procedure described in [58]. A moderated KNN [48] output is used, where the posterior probability of a feature vector $f(\vec{x})$, obtained at voxel position $\vec{x}$, to belong to the airway class is defined as

$$P_A(f(\vec{x})) = \frac{K_A(f(\vec{x})) + 1}{K + 2},$$

where $K_A(f(\vec{x}))$ is the number of nearest neighbors around $f(\vec{x})$ that belong to the airway class obtained from a total of $K$ nearest neighbors.

The airway probability $P_A(f(\vec{x}))$ is used directly as the confidence measure $D$ in Section 7.2 to discard unlikely paths. The cost function $F$ is designed such that local paths are searched in the direction of probable airways, which appear as bright, cylindrical structures in $P_A$. The local orientation of the airways is derived through multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis on the airway probability map. The scale is selected for each voxel independently using the scale normalized [57] Frobenius norm of the Hessian matrix $\omega(\sigma_i) = \sigma_i^2 \sqrt{\lambda_1(\sigma_i)^2 + \lambda_2(\sigma_i)^2 + \lambda_3(\sigma_i)^2}$, where $|\lambda_1| \geq |\lambda_2| \geq |\lambda_3|$ are the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. The local scale, $\sigma_i$, is then obtained as the smallest scale that corresponds to a local maximum of $\omega(\sigma_i)$ across a list of scales $\{\sigma_{min}, \ldots, \sigma_{max}\}$, where $\sigma_{max}$ is chosen slightly larger than the current airway radius. A measure $M_{tube}$, indicating how well the surrounding image structure fits the model of a solid bright tube, can then be defined as

$$M_{tube}(\vec{x}) = \begin{cases} 0, & \lambda_1(\sigma_i) \geq 0 \text{ or } \lambda_2(\sigma_i) \geq 0, \\ \frac{1}{|\lambda_3(\sigma_i)|} \lambda_3(\sigma_i), & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases}$$

The orientation of the tube at $\vec{x}$ is given by $\vec{v}_3(\vec{x})$, which is the eigenvector corresponding to $\lambda_3(\sigma_i)$.

The cost function $F$ combines the airway probability, tubelessness measure, and airway direction estimates as:

$$F(\vec{x}_s, \vec{x}_t) = \frac{\|\vec{x}_s - \vec{x}_t\|_2}{\langle \frac{\vec{x}_s - \vec{x}_t}{\|\vec{x}_s - \vec{x}_t\|_2}, \vec{v}_3(\vec{x}_t) \rangle + P_A(f(\vec{x}_t))(1 + M_{tube}(\vec{x}_t))},$$

where $\vec{x}_s$ and $\vec{x}_t$ is the source and target location. The cost $F(\vec{x}_s, \vec{x}_t)$ is low, when both the local airway probability is high and the propagation direction is parallel with the estimated airway orientation. The term with $M_{tube}$ is used to lower the cost further, when the local structure at $\vec{x}_t$ resembles a solid bright tube.
7.4 Experiment and results

Experiments were conducted on low-dose CT images from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [80], where participants were current or former smokers at an age between 50-70 years. All images had a slice thickness of 1 mm and in-plane voxel size ranging from 0.72 to 0.78 mm. A total of 32 randomly selected images were used for the training of the voxel classification based appearance model. The method was tested on an additional 10 randomly selected CT scans from different subjects.

Results were compared to a region growing based method that uses a trained airway appearance model and exploits the fact that orientation of airways and vessels are similar [58]. Airways branches from the second up to and including the third generation obtained by this method were used to initialize the proposed method. Since extraction of these first few branches is relatively easy, simpler methods such as intensity based region growing could be used for initialization instead.

The centerlines of the initial segmentation were used as the initial set of candidate points needed for the proposed method. A simplified version of the segmentation algorithm presented in [90], without any leakage detection, were used to extract the centerlines. The direction and radius associated to each candidate point is derived from the branch they belong to. For newly added candidate points, the radius is simply propagated directly from their parents.

7.4.1 Parameter and settings

For extracting the optimal paths, the radius of the search sphere was set to $r_s = 20$ mm and the maximum allowed angle to $\alpha = 100$ degrees. In selection of the optimal paths, at most $N = 30$ percent of points on the path may have a confidence below $\beta = 0.5$, the straightness measure $\gamma = 1.05$, minimum required distance between selected optimal paths $\delta = 3$ mm. The maximum number of
selected paths from a single candidate point \( N_{\text{max}} \) was set to 2.

For the appearance model, \( K = 21 \) was used for the KNN classifier and 7 scales distributed exponentially from 0.5 to 3.5 mm were used both to generate the features (refer to [58] for details) and for the multi-scale Hessian eigen analysis.

To prevent paths from growing into border of the lungs, candidate points that were within 3 mm of the lung surface were not evaluated.

### 7.4.2 Results

All results were evaluated manually by an experienced observer using the dedicated airway segmentation evaluation tool developed for the EXACT'09 airway extraction challenge [61]. The results were divided into individual branches using the simplified version of [90], without any leakage detection. Airway branches are subsequently visually inspected and classified into the categories ‘correct’, ‘wrong’, or ‘partly wrong’ based on several views obtained from different cut planes at different angles and positions. Branches are said to be correct, if there is no leakage visible at all. A branch is said to be wrong, if the majority (more than 50%) of it is leakage, and partly wrong, if the majority is correct.

As the evaluation tool was designed for evaluating segmentation and not centerlines, results from the proposed method were dilated in order to make them compatible with the evaluation tool.

As the evaluation process only separates branches at bifurcations, we are unable to isolate leakage from a branch, if it extends from the endpoints and does not bifurcate. This usually occurred at the end segments, where a whole branch is classified as ‘partly wrong’ due to a small amount of leakage at the end. Figure 7.1(a) shows an example of this situation. All partly wrong regions were excluded from further evaluation.

Compared to the results from the region growing approach, we observe a significant \((p < 0.01)\) increase of 36% in total tree length for the results of the proposed method, from an average of 192 cm tree length to 258 cm. The tree length is defined as the sum of the lengths of all branches obtained, excluding the trachea and main bronchi. The average false positive rate, computed as a percentage of the total tree with the trachea and main bronchi excluded, was 3.79% for the proposed method, slightly larger than for the region growing based method (1.35%). The total number of branches extracted was similar for both methods, around 174 branches on average. A plot showing the tree length for the 10 cases from the two methods are given in Fig. 7.1(b). Surface renderings of a randomly selected case are given in Fig. 7.1(d).

Finally, a third segmentation was constructed as the union of the airway trees extracted from the two methods. A comparison of the union against the result from the region growing based method shows a significant \((p < 0.01)\) increase of 9% in branch count. Results from the proposed method cover 96% of the tree length in the union, while results from the region growing based method only have 71% coverage.

### 7.5 Discussion and conclusions

The proposed method improves results significantly, especially in terms of tree length, where an average improvement of 36% was observed. The branches missed by the proposed method that were extracted correctly using the region growing based method were very short, with an average length of 5 mm. Despite having similar branch count when comparing the proposed method and the region growing based method, significant increase (9%) in branch count was observed when comparing the results from the region growing based method against the union. This indicates that the proposed method is capable of obtaining new branches, and not only merely extending branches obtainable by the region growing based method. It should be noted that the multi-scale version of the work from [58], used for comparison, is a method that gives results comparable to other recent state of the art methods such as [106].

In the current work, the estimate of the airway radius is propagated from old to new candidate points unaltered. Although this estimate is only used to determine the upper bound in the scale selection of Section 7.3, more reliable estimates of local tubeness and tube orientation may be found if
the radius is updated with each bifurcation to reflect the overall decrease in airway diameter towards the higher generations. Alternatively, an airway wall segmentation algorithm such as [45] could be used to obtain the radius, with the additional advantage that the result can be directly used for airway dimension analysis.

Another potential improvement would be to introduce a “multi-radius” scheme, which involves searching paths within multiple search spheres of different radii. This might increase the number of new branches found, as shorter branches may then be extracted using a smaller radius, while occlusions can still be overcome using the larger radii.

In conclusion, an airway tree extraction method that is based on a recursive search for locally optimal paths is presented. In contrast to common airway tree segmentation methods that only consider the immediate neighbors of seed points, our method considers both the appearance and structure of a whole path. This enables the method to extend past local occlusions caused by noise or pathologies such as mucus plugging. The proposed method handles bifurcations automatically, which is a topic rarely touched upon by optimal path tracking methods.
Chapter 8

Vessel Tree Extraction using Locally Optimal Paths

This chapter is based on the manuscript “Vessel Tree Extraction Using Locally Optimal Paths”, by P. Lo, B. van Ginneken and M. de Bruijne, in IEEE International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging, To appear, 2010.

Abstract This chapter proposes a method to extract vessel trees by continually extending detected branches with locally optimal paths. Our approach uses a cost function from a multiscale vessel enhancement filter. Optimal paths are selected based on rules that take into account the geometric characteristics of the vessel tree. Experiments were performed on 10 low dose chest CT scans for which the pulmonary vessel trees were extracted. The proposed method is shown to extract a better connected vessel tree and extract more of the small peripheral vessels in comparison to applying a threshold on the output of the vessel enhancement filter.

8.1 Introduction

Extraction of vessels in computed tomography (CT) is a key component for the diagnosis of vascular diseases, such as stenosis, hypertension and embolism. The vessel tree is also an important cue for registering images of the same patient [34]. Another role of vessel tree extraction is as an aid to improve detection of other structures, such as lung nodules detection, where it has been shown to help in reducing false positives [1].

In this chapter, we propose a method for vessel tree extraction that continually extends detected branches with locally optimal paths, based on the work presented in [62], which was originally used for airway tree extraction. Based on a cost function that uses the vesselness response from a multiscale vessel enhancement filter [26], the Dijkstra algorithm is applied within a sphere centered around a given seed point to obtain candidate vessel paths. Subsequently, plausible paths are selected based on a series of criteria such as vesselness response, shape, orientation and geometric relationship with other extracted paths. The end points and potential bifurcation points from the newly selected paths are stored and used as new seed points. The process is repeated until all seed points have been processed.

The radius of the search sphere should be sufficiently large so that one can derive meaningful statistical and geometrical information from the extracted path. However, a large search radius also means that true, short paths will most probably be rejected. A multi-radius implementation is introduced in this work to allow detecting such short branches. The path selection process is designed such that paths obtained from search spheres with larger radii have a higher chance of being selected than those from smaller radii.
An advantage of the proposed method is its robustness to local low vesselness response, either due to bifurcations or artifacts. This is because the decisions are made based on the statistics of a path, thus allowing the proposed method to ignore such outliers. This is in contrast to growing based methods [12,64] that make decisions based on a single voxel. This is also the case with certain tracking methods [32,56] that rely on threshold based stopping criteria.

Different strategies have been employed to deal with problems related to vesselness response, such as [5] that perturbs data locally to overcome effects of noise and [1] that connects tubes and bifurcations that are detected using different filters. An extra step taken by the proposed method is the incorporation of prior knowledge of the geometrical characteristics of the vessel tree to suppress false positives, such as furcation number, furcation angle, and the fact that branches do not intersect.

The proposed method is used to extract pulmonary vessel tree from low dose chest CT scans from the ANODE09 [107] dataset. The results are compared to those obtained by thresholding the vesselness filter output, and we demonstrate that the proposed method finds better connected segmentations and is capable of finding connections to thin, peripheral vessels.

### 8.2 Tracking locally optimal paths

The tracking of locally optimal paths starts with a given list of seed points (see Section 8.4.1 for details on seed points extraction). At every iteration, a seed point is taken from the list and evaluated. New paths extending from the seed point are generated through a process of candidate path extraction and path selection. New seed points from these paths are then added to the list. The iterative process ends once no more seed points are available for evaluation.

Given a seed point \( \vec{x}_0 \) and its accompanying branch orientation of \( \vec{d}_0 \), optimal paths are computed from \( \vec{x}_0 \) to every point on the surface of a sphere of radius \( r_s \). These optimal paths are computed via the Dijkstra algorithm, based on a cost function \( F \) (see Section 8.3 for details) that defines the cost of traveling between neighboring voxels. We refer to these local optimal paths as candidate paths.

The list of candidate paths is sorted in an ascending manner, according to the total cost needed to travel from the seed point to their respective end points. Then, from low to high cost, the first \( N_{\text{max}} \) candidate paths fulfilling the following criteria are selected:

1) **Local minima:** The total cost needed to travel from the seed point to the end point should form a local minimum on the surface of the search sphere.

2) **Departing angle:** Vessels usually bifurcate within a certain angle, we enforce this by only selecting paths with an end point \( \vec{x} \) that satisfy the condition \( \angle(\vec{x} - \vec{x}_0), \vec{d}_0 \leq 100^\circ \).

3) **Straightness:** A small section of vessel should be relatively straight. We therefore require a path \( C \) to satisfy \( l_{\text{path}}(C) < \gamma l(\vec{x}_0, \vec{x}) \), where \( l_{\text{path}}(C) \) is the length of the path and \( l(\vec{x}_0, \vec{x}) \) is the shortest possible distance from \( \vec{x}_0 \) to \( \vec{x} \) in the image grid.

4) **Vesselness:** The majority of points on a path must have high vesselness response (see Section 8.3). Hence, we require the Nth percentile of the vesselness response of a path to be greater than \( \rho_p \). In addition, any trailing points with vesselness response lower than \( \rho_t \) at the end of the path are removed.

5) **Distance from selected paths:** Except for the seed point itself, a path is not allowed to have any overlap with any of the selected paths and should be at least 4.5 mm away from other selected paths in order to be selected. The distance of a candidate path from a selected path is measured as the minimum distance between the end point of the candidate path and the points in the selected path.

6) **Proximity with previously extracted paths:** A path is not allowed to be within a proximity of previously extracted paths obtained from previously evaluated seed points. We mark the proximity of previously extracted paths by dilating them with a sphere of radius 1.5 mm.

All rejected candidate paths that satisfy criteria 1 and 2 are treated as possible bifurcations and are stored during the selection process. After the selected paths are obtained, points where the stored rejected candidate paths branch off from the selected paths are extracted. These points are added along with the end points of the selected paths into the list of seed points. The accompanying branch orientation for each of these new seed points is the orientation of the selected path it belongs to.

As the list of seed points consists also of all possible bifurcation points, a seed point needs not be an end point of a previously extracted path. Therefore, it is important to also take into account the
path that the seed point belongs to, if the seed point is not an end point of a previously extracted path. This is done by extracting the section of the previously extracted path that is within the search sphere. If the end point of this previously extracted path lies within the search sphere, possible extensions from this end point to the surface of the search sphere are also extracted. The possible extensions are subjected to the selection criteria above, where only a single path will be selected. In the case where all the possible extensions are rejected, the previously extracted path itself will be added to the list of selected paths. The selection process then proceeds with selecting $N_{\text{max}} - 1$ paths from the list of candidate paths.

The above explained the tracking of locally optimal paths using a single search radius. In case of multiple search radii, paths are first searched using the largest radius. Then, if the maximum number of selected paths $N_{\text{max}}$ is not yet reached, the search process continues with the next smaller radius.

8.3 Cost function

We used the multiscale vessel enhancement filter proposed by Frangi et al. [26] as the basis for the cost function. This filter is designed to detect bright tubular structures in 3D image based on Hessian eigen analysis, and it defines a vesselness response as follows:

$$V(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 0, & \lambda_2 > 0 \text{ or } \lambda_3 > 0, \\ \mathcal{R}_A \mathcal{R}_B \mathcal{S}, & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}$$

$$\mathcal{R}_A = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2\alpha^2} \left|\frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_3}\right|\right),$$

$$\mathcal{R}_B = \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2\beta^2} |\lambda_1|^2\right),$$

$$\mathcal{S} = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2\gamma^2} (\lambda_1^2 + \lambda_2^2 + \lambda_3^2)\right),$$

where $|\lambda_1| \leq |\lambda_2| \leq |\lambda_3|$ are the three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, while $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ are thresholds that control the sensitivity of the filter. The second order derivatives of the Hessian matrix were computed by convolving the image with the scale normalized second order derivatives of a Gaussian kernel, with a standard deviation or scale of $\sigma$. The vesselness response is calculated over a range of scales from $\sigma_{\text{min}}$ to $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, where the final vesselness response for a point $\vec{x}$ is given as

$$V(\vec{x}) = \max_{\sigma_{\text{min}} \geq \sigma \geq \sigma_{\text{max}}} V(\vec{x}, \sigma) \quad (8.1)$$

In order to avoid false positive response from low intensity noise, $V$ is set to 0 for voxels with intensity below $I_{\text{min}}$.

The cost function $F$ provides the cost needed to travel from a source point $\vec{x}_s$ to a neighboring point $\vec{x}_t$, and is defined as

$$F(\vec{x}_s, \vec{x}_t) = \frac{\|\vec{x}_s - \vec{x}_t\|_2}{\max \left(\left(\frac{\|\vec{x}_s - \vec{x}_t\|_2}{\|\vec{v}_1\|_2} V(\vec{x}_t) \epsilon\right) \right)} \quad (8.2)$$

where $\vec{v}_1$ is the eigenvector corresponding to $\lambda_1$, indicating the direction along the vessel axis, computed at the scale selected in (8.1), and $\epsilon$ is a small constant meant to prevent division by zero. The dot product with $\vec{v}_1$ introduces a directional affinity into the cost function, making it cheaper to travel in the direction of the vessel axis.
8.4 Experiment and results

We evaluated the proposed method on a subset of the ANODE09 [107] dataset, consisting of 10 low-dose CT scans of current or former heavy smokers between 50 and 75 years of age. All images have a slice thickness of 1 mm, a slice spacing of 0.7 mm, and an in-plane resolution between 0.62 to 0.81 mm. Results from the proposed method were compared to vessel trees segmented by thresholding on the vesselness response (8.1).

8.4.1 Preprocessing and seed points extraction

Both the proposed method and the thresholding of the vesselness were only performed within the lung fields, segmented with the algorithm used in [62]. The lung fields were eroded by a sphere structure with a radius of three voxels to avoid false high vesselness response regions at the border of the lungs.

For the extraction of the vessel seed points, the lung fields were eroded again by three voxels. All local maxima in vesselness response on the inner lung border were selected as initial seed points. A point is considered to be in the inner lung border if it is at the border and that a point taken three voxel from it in the direction away from the centroid of the lungs is within the lung fields. Paths were searched in the outward direction by setting the initial branch orientation $\vec{d}_0$ for each seed point $\vec{x}_0$ to $(\vec{x}_0 - \vec{x}_c) / ||\vec{x}_0 - \vec{x}_c||_2$, where $\vec{x}_c$ is the centroid of the lung fields.

8.4.2 Parameters

The parameters used for the vesselness filter (8.1) were $\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = 0.5$, $c = 50$, and $I_{min} = -850$ HU. A total of 10 scales ranging from 1 to 5.5 mm, exponentially distributed, were used. Tuning was performed on one image from the testing dataset.

For the tracking of locally optimal paths, two search radii $r_s$ were used, which were 15 and 7.5 mm. Different length ratios $\gamma$ were used for the different search radii, which were to 1.2 for $r_s = 15$ mm and 1.05 for $r_s = 7.5$ mm. The maximum number of selected paths for each seed point was $N_{max} = 2$. At most $N = 30$ percent of points on the path may have a vesselness below $\rho_p = 0.05$, and all trailing points with vesselness below $\rho_t = 0.035$ were removed. The settings for the locally optimal paths were based on prior knowledge on the geometric characteristics of the pulmonary vessels and were fine tuned using a few cropped sections of the image that was used previously to tune the parameters of the vesselness filter.

8.4.3 Results

The threshold for the thresholding method was set to $\rho_p$, which was 0.05. Segmentation results from both methods were visually inspected. Only minor false positives from airway walls and nodules were observed for both methods. Surface renderings of the extracted vessels from a random case are shown in Figure 8.1.

The total vessel tree length and the length of non overlapping vessel branch segments, which signifies the length of vessel branches discovered by one method but not by the other, were used to compare both results quantitatively. The length were estimated by multiplying the number of voxels from the centerlines with the average voxel size, which is 0.71 mm. The centerlines for the results from thresholding were extracted using the thinning algorithm presented in [114]. Vessel segments were considered overlapping if their centerline voxels were less than 2 voxels apart. In order to remove possible spurious structures due to noise, individual centerlines of less than 10 voxels (ca. 7 mm) in length, were removed and not included in the evaluation. The average vessel tree length extracted was 55.61 m for the proposed method and 52.17 m for thresholding. Based on the average length of non overlapping vessel branch segments, a total of 4.45 m vessel branch segments were missed by the proposed method and 8.93 m were missed by thresholding.

Connected component analysis performed on the unfiltered results from both method gives an average of 5004 disconnected components for thresholding and 191 for the proposed method. For the filtered results, the number of disconnected components for both thresholding and the proposed method are 430 and 160 respectively.
Figure 8.1: (a) Surface rendering of the extracted vessels from the proposed method in blue and those from thresholding in orange. (b) Surface rendering (after removal of small structures) showing the overlapping centerlines in green, non overlapping centerlines of the proposed method in blue and the thresholding in orange, with the non overlapping centerlines dilated slightly for clarity.

Figure 8.2: An example showing the ability of the proposed method to reach into thin, peripheral vessels. (a) Original image. (b) Dilated paths extracted from proposed method in blue. (c) Dilated centerlines from thresholding in orange.
8.5 Discussion and conclusion

As observed from the surface rendering in Figure 8.1, the proposed method is capable of tracking the thin, peripheral vessels, while thresholding can only extract them partially in small and disconnected sections. This is further verified by the number of disconnected components, vessel tree length and the total length of non overlapping centerlines, which show that the vessel trees extracted by the proposed method are both better connected and more complete. Figure 8.2 shows a slice where the proposed method was able to track into regions that centerlines from thresholding missed.

Even though the proposed method allows small regions lower than the vesselness threshold to be included in the segmentation, it contained in general fewer false positives than the results from the thresholding approach. This can be explained by the connectivity requirements and the inclusion of geometrical constraints in the path search approach. A few false positives remained present in the results of the proposed method, mainly in the airway walls near the hylar region. If necessary, these false positive branches could easily be removed by discarding paths that run too close to a segmented airway tree, such as those from [62].

A limitation of our current implementation is that we do not have optimal seed points for initialization, but yet we assume that each seed point is the root of a vessel. This causes vessels grown from different seed points to compete with each other, leading to connected vessels being split and some vessels being missed. This is shown in Figure 8.1(b), where it can be observed that some vessels around the inner part of the lungs are not detected correctly.

Our future work will focus on extracting suitable seed points in the main pulmonary arteries and veins using atlas based methods, which we expect to solve the problem mentioned above, resulting in better connectivity and even fewer missed vessel branches. Another possibility is the extraction of arteries, for applications such as emboli detection, which can be achieved by simply providing the proposed method with only seed points of the main arteries, therefore removing the need for artery vein separation.

In conclusion, we have proposed a vessel extraction algorithm that extends locally optimal paths in an iterative manner. Due to the local nature of these optimal paths, geometrical constraints such as bifurcation angle, straightness, and proximity to other vessel branches can be incorporated naturally. Compared to vessel segmentation based on a threshold on the vesselness filter response, the local path search is better able to detect the thin, peripheral vessels.
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Summary and General Conclusion

9.1 Summary

Chapter 1 presented a brief introduction on the background of the medical context that motivates this thesis, which includes a brief explanation of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and the reason for using scans from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) study to investigate COPD. An outline of the thesis and a list of contributions were also given in the end of this chapter.

A region growing based lung segmentation algorithm targeted for low dose screening computed tomography (CT) scans was presented in Chapter 2. The algorithm starts by detecting part of the trachea automatically and segmenting a coarse airway tree. Subsequently, the trachea, and the left and right main bronchi are extracted from the coarse airway tree, and both left and right main bronchi are used to initiate two coupled region growing algorithms to segment the left and right lungs respectively. Wrongly added regions belonging to the esophagus are detected using an algorithm that looks for cylindrical object in the segmented lung fields, which are removed from segmented lung fields to form the final lung segmentation. An optional smoothing and hole filling process is also included into the lung segmentation algorithm. The lung segmentation algorithm was evaluated manually on 200 CT scans, where only minor errors were identified in nine scans, and has been applied successfully to over 6000 CT scans from the DLCST study. The algorithm has also been applied to clinical CT scans with pathologies, where acceptable results were obtained. This lung segmentation algorithm also serves as a preprocessing step for the rest of the chapters in this thesis.

Chapter 3 applies the lung segmentation algorithm presented in the previous chapter to study the effects of changes in smoking behavior on CT based emphysema quantification. The study consisted of baseline and one year follow up scans from a total of 548 subjects from the DLCST study with known smoking history. A volume adjusted 15th percentile density (PD15) [91] was used to quantify emphysema in the CT scans. Effects of smoking on the adjusted PD15 were studied using a cross-sectional model, where the adjusted PD15 of a group of former smokers were compared against a group of current smokers. The change in the adjusted PD15 between the base line and one year follow up scans were studied in a longitudinal model, where the subjects were categorized into continuous smokers, recent quitters, continuous ex-smokers and re-starters based on the changes in their smoking behavior. The analysis of both models were performed based on the assumption of a linear model, which also takes into account sex, age, pack years and body mass index, as well as time between scans for the longitudinal model. From the cross-sectional model, it was observed that adjusted PD15 of the current smokers were higher than the ex-smokers, with a difference of 10.6 g/L ($p < 0.001$). The longitudinal model showed that the changes in adjusted PD15 were only significantly different from continuous smokers in the first (-6.2 g/L, $p < 0.001$) and second (-3.6 g/L, $p < 0.001$) year of smoking cessation. In conclusion, the study has showed that changes in smoking behavior have an effect on lung density in CT, indicating the importance of taking smoking status into account when using CT lung density to assess the severity of emphysema.

Chapter 4 described a method for constructing a voxel classification based airway appearance model and a way of using it in combination with a segmented vessel tree to segment airway tree in CT.
The novelty of the appearance model lies in the usage of easily obtained low quality segmentations for training purpose and applying for the task of airway tree segmentation. For each training image, two separate segmentations of the airway tree were obtained using an interactive intensity based region growing algorithm: a manual segmentation, which is error free, and a leaked segmentation, which contains more branches but at the cost of having a certain amount of errors. The manual segmentation defines the regions where airway class were to be extracted, while the leaked segmentation is meant to reduce possible false negatives of airways when extracting the non-airway class. Additionally, extraction of training samples for airway class was made such that approximately the same number of samples were extracted at the different depths of the airway tree to prevent the large airways from dominating the training samples. Finally, the extracted samples were used to construct a $k$ nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier that uses an optimal set of features selected using sequential floating forward feature selection. By making use of the fact that airways are accompanied by arteries, resulting in both structures having the same orientation, a vessel orientation similarity measure was used along with the appearance model. The objective of the vessel orientation similarity measure is to overcome regions within the airway tree where using appearance model alone will result in low probability because of either noise or artifacts.Experiments were conducted on 250 low dose CT scans from the DLCST study, where 32 scans were use for training purpose. The results were validated qualitatively via visual inspection and quantitatively using an automated leakage detection algorithm based on [90].

Chapter 5 presented the EXACT'09 study, which is the first study to compare the performance of several different algorithms quantitatively using a standard dataset. An alternative method for constructing a reference for the airway trees using segmentations from existing algorithms was used in this study in order to circumvent the need to manually segment airway trees, which is a task both extremely laborious and impractical. Airway tree segmentations from the algorithms to be evaluated were subdivided into their individual branches, whereupon these individual branches were visually inspected and evaluated. Individual branches that were determined to be correct by human observers were then combined to form the airway tree reference. The study consists of a dataset of 40 CT scans of various quality from different scanners, with 20 for training or tuning purposes and another 20 for testing. Reference segmentations were constructed for the 20 test set, in which the performance measures of the participating teams were computed and evaluated. A total of 15 algorithms developed by different research groups were evaluated. In addition, results from a simple voxel voting based fusion scheme that uses results from all algorithms were also included in the evaluation. Three performance measures were computed for each method, which includes two sensitivity measures and a specificity measure. The two sensitivity measures are branch detected, which is the fraction of branches in the reference that are correctly detected, and tree length detected, which is the total length of correctly detected branches over the total length of the branches in the reference. False positive rate is used as the specificity measure, which gives the fraction of voxels that are incorrectly marked as airways.
according to the reference. Interestingly, results from the evaluation shows that no one method was capable of extracting (nearly) all the branches in the reference correctly, with the most explorative method achieving only around 76% in terms of branch and tree length detected. Results from the fusion scheme showed that the branches detected by the different algorithms were quite different, and that better results can easily be achieved by fusing results from different methods. It has been shown that a simple fusion scheme that assumes a voxel belongs to the airways if it is marked by more than one method gives results better than those from the participating teams, with an average tree length detected of 78.8% and average false positive rate of 1.22%.

The problem of airway tree segmentation was revisited again in Chapter 7. Instead of the common voxel based growing approach, a path based growing approach that continually extends a tree with locally optimal paths is presented. The locally optimal paths were defined within a fixed radius search sphere, and obtained by applying the Dijkstra algorithm to a cost function that is based on the appearance model described in Chapter 4, and on Hessian eigen analysis based shape and orientation information. The most probable paths were then selected through a series of rules that take into account various geometric characteristics of an airway branch segment. Possible branching points and the end points of the selected paths were extracted and added to a list of candidate points, which were used to generate subsequent optimal paths. The whole iterative process stopped once all candidate points are processed. Because decisions are made based on a path, the presented algorithm can overcome local regions of low airway probability from the appearance model in actual airways, which would otherwise block voxel based algorithms, resulting in a whole subtree being missed. Experiments were conducted on 10 CT scans from the DLCST study and compared to airway trees extracted using the algorithm presented in Chapter 4. Resulting segmentations were evaluated manually using the evaluation software used in Chapter 6. We observed significant improvements from the locally optimal paths approach, with up to 36% longer trees compared to the previous region growing approach at the price of a slight increase in false positive rate.

Chapter 8 presented an extension of the locally optimal paths approach to the problem of pulmonary vessel segmentation. The cost function was adapted to use a multiscale vessel enhancement filter along with a Hessian eigenvector based directional affinity. Two improvements were introduced to the locally optimal paths approach. The first improvement was the use of multiple radii search spheres, which enables the extraction of short vessels using small radius search sphere without losing the robustness of having a search sphere with large radius. The second improvement was that the rules for the selection of optimal paths were modified to take previously selected paths into account, which improves the monitoring of furcation number and the overall appearance of the extracted centerlines. Experiments were conducted on 10 CT scans from the ANODE09 [107] dataset and results were compared against those obtained by applying a threshold on the vessel enhancement filter. Results from the experiments showed that that the locally optimal paths approach was able to extract a better connected vessel tree with more of the small peripheral vessels in comparison to applying a threshold on the output of the vessel enhancement filter.

9.2 General discussion and conclusions

Several methods for segmenting different lung structures, namely the lung parenchyma, airway tree and vessel tree, were presented in this thesis. The different techniques employed in this thesis for the various segmentation tasks mainly consisted of a combination of machine learning based, rule based and model based segmentation techniques.

The lung segmentation algorithm presented in Chapter 2 is a typical rule based method, where a series of rules were applied in stages. The basic assumption is that lungs in CT are of lower intensities than surrounding structures. Experiment results have shown that the presented lung segmentation algorithm performs well on both low dose CT scans from the DLCST study and also on various CT scans from other studies. In a more general note, compared to other region growing based method that uses the same intensity based assumption, we expect our lung segmentation algorithm to have similar or slightly better performance, because of the extra esophagus detection and removal process. To compare with the more advanced model based methods that include more prior knowledge of the lungs, such as shape model [54] or templates [93,110], we should use the lung segmentation algorithm
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with the optional smoothing and hole filling process described in Section 2.3.4. In this case, there are two situations where the presented algorithm will perform worse:

1. Certain regions in the diaphragm that separates the lungs and the bowels have low intensity, especially in thick slice CT scans, causing the segmentation from proposed method to leak into the bowels.

2. The lungs have large dense pathologies touching the pleura, which will either appear as “dents” on the surface of the segmented lung fields, or “block” the region growing process from marking certain lung regions.

However, the above two situations rarely occurs in thin slice CT scans of relatively healthy subjects used in the DLCST study, which explains the good performance of the proposed algorithm. It should be noted that the model based methods are also not without disadvantages. One of the more obvious problems with the model based methods is their tendency to slightly over or under segment the lungs, due to certain shape or smoothness related constraints. For CT scans of subjects with dense pathologies, this is generally not a problem as the improvements in results outweigh the errors, when compared to results from region growing based methods. However, for cases without dense pathologies, which region growing based algorithms excel in, results from such algorithms may be more preferable than the model based methods.

A large portion of this thesis is devoted to solving the problem of airway tree extraction. A supervised machine learning based approach for airway tree segmentation is presented, where a voxel classification based airway appearance model is used. Despite using low quality airway tree segmentations that are incomplete for training, we have shown that good results can be obtained as long as proper measures are taken to reduce possible false negatives and to account for the different branch size. Since we can only be certain of what is airways and what is not airways within the region surrounding of the training segmentations, the appearance model trained as such is therefore only valid within the vicinity of the airway tree. This constraint makes region growing based techniques ideal to be used for obtaining segmentation from the appearance model.

As responses from the airway appearance model can be quite noisy, simple region growing strategy is insufficient to fully utilize the potential of the airway appearance model. As pointed out in Chapter 4, it was often observed that a whole subtree was missed due to a small number of false positives from the appearance model at the beginning of the subtree, even though the rest of the subtree was detected correctly by the appearance model. In order to better utilize the airway appearance model, two different approaches were proposed: the vessel guided approach (see Chapter 4) and the locally optimal paths approach (see Chapter 7).

Between the two proposed approaches, the vessel guided approach has the advantage of being computationally cheaper, as it is only applying region growing on an objective function that combines response from the appearance model and the vessel orientation similarity measure. Another advantage of the vessel guided approach is the use of additional priors other than the appearance for decision making, as appearance alone is often insufficient for differentiating airways and surrounding lung tissues (see Section 1.1 and Figure 1.3). For this reason, although results from the locally optimal paths approach are generally better than those from the vessel guided approach in terms of total length of branches extracted, there are quite a number of branches that are extracted by the latter but not by the former approach, as shown in Chapter 7.

The locally optimal paths approach is capable of making use of geometrical priors and overcoming local obstructions due to noise, which are the main advantages of this approach over general voxel based growing approaches, such as the vessel guided approach in Chapter 4. Another advantage is the flexibility of its framework, as new priors (e.g. vessel orientation similarity measure) can be introduced either into the cost function or as part of the path selection rules. However, the main downside of this approach is that it is computationally expensive, as it involves performing the relatively expensive Dijkstra algorithm on a large number of small regions.

Measurement of airway dimension remains one of the main application of airway tree segmentation algorithm. Common approaches to obtaining airway dimension measurements, e.g. radius of airway lumen and airway wall thickness, usually involve segmentation of the airway tree, followed by an extraction of centerlines and finally the re-segmentation of the airway lumen and airway walls, where
the airway dimension measurements are computed \cite{81,100,117}. It is in general difficult to merge both
extraction of the tree, and the segmentation of lumen and walls together in a single framework, as
the former operates at the voxel level, while the latter operates on the centerlines. Since the locally
optimal paths approach operates directly at the centerline level, it offers a possibility to combine these
two segmentation processes into a single framework. An advantage of such a combined framework
is that priors in relation to the airway lumen and airway walls can now be directly used in the tree
extraction process, which may prove to be useful for detecting and avoiding leakages.

A hand crafted appearance model of the vessels, which is based on the multiscale vessel enhance-
ment filter \cite{26}, is used along with the locally optimal paths approach to extract pulmonary vessel
trees in Chapter 8. Because of the relatively simple appearance of vessels in CT, which resemble solid
bright tubes, the vessels can be described easily using Hessian eigen analysis. Although the model is
known to be unable to handle bifurcations, this is overcome by the use of a low threshold value and the
locally optimal paths approach. Therefore, there is no need for a voxel classification based appearance
model, which is relatively harder to implement due to the need of training data. However, because of
the simplistic assumption of the appearance of vessels in CT, this appearance model is only valid for
CT scans from relatively healthy subjects. When CT scans from pathological subjects is of concern,
especially those with dense pathologies in the lungs, the appearance model usually has a tendency to
also give high responses on pathological regions, resulting in a high false positive rate. For such CT
scans, it will probably be more appropriate to use a voxel classification based appearance model, as
such model will be able to learn how to differentiate between actual vessels and dense pathological
regions, provided that appropriate training data is available.

Another reason for using a voxel classification based vessel appearance model instead of a hand
crafted appearance model will be that it now becomes possible to represent both airways and vessels
using a single classification based appearance model. This offers the possibility to extract both struc-
tures using a single locally optimal paths framework, which makes it possible to introduce additional
rules into the framework that take into account the relationship between airways and vessels, such as
similarity in orientation, as shown in Chapter 4, and proximity between both structures, as in \cite{97}.
An advantage of this co-segmentation framework is that a more complete airway tree and a vessel tree
with less false positives (mainly due to airway walls) can now be extracted. In addition, both arteries
and veins may also be extracted individually by incorporating information from the airways \cite{13}, which
is needed for analysis of certain diseases, such as hypertension and pulmonary embolism.

Chapter 6 presents the EXACT’09 evaluation framework for evaluating airway extraction algo-
rithms. In order to ensure the consistencies of the labels assigned, the scoring of branches in the
EXACT’09 evaluation framework is made such that it can only be performed by properly trained
human observers that were involved in the study. A limitation of this closed scoring process is that it
is difficult to extend EXACT’09 to be a standard for evaluating different algorithms, such as the nod-
ule detection competition ANODE09\cite{107} and the Rotterdam coronary artery algorithm evaluation
framework\cite{2}, where researchers from all over the world are free to submit results from their algorithms
any time they like. Although evaluation of new methods can be made using current established ref-
erence, it has the drawback that new branches found by newly submitted methods will be treated as
false positives and thus limiting the reliability of the evaluation, as mentioned in Chapter 6.

A possible way to implement an open scoring process for EXACT’09 would be to present human
observers with a scored branch of known label along with a new branch, where the label assigned
to the former will serve as an indication of confidence for the label assigned to the latter. This idea
is similar to the reCAPTCHA project\cite{3}, which is used to assist the digitization of text in books. In
addition, web based training sessions can also be conducted online by assigning observers with scored
branches of known labels, where the true label is presented whenever a wrong label is given. Provided
that a large enough pool of observers participate in the open scoring process, it will be possible to
update the reference with newly submitted methods as frequent as possible, and thus improving the
reliability of the resulting evaluation. Reference for the training set can also be updated in such a
manner and be made publicly available, making state of the art airway tree training reference available
for research groups all over the world. A downside of this open scoring based evaluation framework,
however, is that it opens up the possibility to train on the testing set by continually optimizing based on the provided evaluation measurements. This is made even worse by the fact that it is not easy to add new images into the dataset, due to the extra work involved.
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